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Abstract

The thesis reviews the implications of Sino-American conflicts in the context of
contemporary international relations. Since the end of the Cold War, the threat of direct conflict
between major powers has declined due to the logic of mutually assured destruction, leaving a gap
in the study of power transition theories: How can transitions be violent if there is no direct
conflict? This thesis proposes that a new mechanism of conflict has replaced the traditional means
of violent transition: proxy wars. The question this thesis seeks to answer is: Has the heightened
Sino-American rivalry increased the number of conflicts Beijing has intervened in? If so, which
factors best explain the logic behind Chinese intervention? Balancing intervention or
opportunism? This thesis implements a longitudinal design to explore the changes in interventions
by both actors over time. The cases that involved both actors intervening in opposition (Iraq, Syria,
and Fatah-Hamas) were then presented in case studies to determine whether the intervention was
best explained by strategic balancing or opportunism. While the thesis ultimately determines that
it is too early to define a direct relationship between the height of rivalry and intervention, it does
offer insight into the potential trajectory and what a power transition through proxy wars might
look like. This research aims to predict the trajectory of the Sino-American power transition in
hopes of understanding where it will unfold as a series of proxy wars, within a greater violent
power transition between the two powers.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
“It was the rise of Athens, and the fear that this inspired in Sparta, that made
war inevitable.” —Thucydides.
More than 2,400 years ago the Athenian historian Thucydides demonstrated
through his analysis of the Peloponnesian war that structural factors caused a shift in the
perceived balance of power and security between a dominant and rising power that set the
stage for war and, ultimately, the foundations of Power Transition Theory. Thucydides
noted two key drivers in the transition relationship - the rising power expanded its military
capabilities during a period in which the declining power attempted to maintain the status
quo and its position and influence in the system.
Mirroring the rise of Athens in 431BC, the People’s Republic of China’s rise to
power is a distinct and defining feature of contemporary international affairs and power
dynamics of the 21st century. China’s growing economic and therefore military and
political strength continues to reduce the asymmetry of power in the international system,
particularly about US-China relations. The Asia-Pacific region has witnessed the impact of
China’s rise and the increase in tensions with Washington. Graham Allison describes the
pressures affecting US-China relations regarding the “Thucydides Trap”; many of his more
recent publications and commentaries have warned that in the past 500 years 12 out of 16
power transitions have resulted in a “shooting war”.1 But is this traditional perspective
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Graham T. Allison, Destined for War: Can America and China Escape Thucydides’s Trap?
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017).
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relevant to contemporary cases of power transitions? Or is it an outdated lens that does not
fit the modern conditions of conflicts.
The main focus of this research is the relationship between rivalry and the
prevalence of proxy wars. In contemporary rivalries, there is no clear way to test oldfashioned power transitionary debates, and there is nothing revolutionary about repeating
the same debate since the Cold War ended; the arguments have remained the same, and
irrelevant in contemporary power transitions. Traditional power transition debates are
inclined to focus on the permissive conditions that make direct conflict more likely,
however, the do not offer clear notions about the mechanisms in which these rivalries
unfold or how the conflicts are triggered. This is especially relevant in contemporary
international relations and the implications of nuclear weapons. Perhaps the biggest
deterrent of direct conflict since the end of World War II has been nations’ nuclear
capabilities.2
Drawing lessons from history, it is difficult to truly grasp what logics plunge states
into war during power transitions. Evidence which further suggests that, based on mutually
assured destruction and increasing economic interdependence, a direct Sino-American
conflict is not inevitable. Proxy wars, I argue, are the mechanism for rivals to compete
without directly clashing but may also be an inadvertent pathway to escalate tensions that
lead to conflict. Furthermore, the costs of conflicts, as outlined in chapter 2, signal that
direct conflict is too costly for states, especially major powers and that proxy wars offers a
cheaper alternative. Furthermore, China, as the challenger, may follow America’s lead in
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building use alliances to balance against Washington to avoid direct military engagement.
Beijing would be able to cement its leadership over regions by replacing the United States’
influence as it backs opposition sides in civil conflicts. Proxy wars, without drawing states
into direct conflict, offer all the benefits of challenging a hegemon without the costs.
The research question at hand is: Has the heightened Sino-American rivalry
increased the number of conflicts Beijing has intervened in? If so, which factors best
explain the logic behind Chinese intervention? Balancing intervention or opportunism?
This thesis will investigate how a potential Sino-American conflict could erupt
through a neglected variation of conflict in the study of power transitions – proxy wars.
The logic behind these proxy wars are the main source of this thesis’ investigation. By
addressing various interventions since the end of the Cold War, this research aims to
understand not only the increase and salience of civil wars transforming into proxy wars
but whether or not these third-party interventions by the US and China are explained by
balancing intervention or merely opportunism.
The problematic this thesis seeks to address is how proxy wars have become the
new device of conflict – especially in power transitions. As international rivalry
intervention has been quantitatively examined and addressed in the previous literature,3 my
thesis will address how a Sino-American conflict has played out and will continue to play
out through proxy wars.
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John Logan Mitton, “Rivalry Intervention in Civil Conflicts: Afghanistan (India–Pakistan),
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The number and salience of proxy wars are a result of the new and increasing risks
of direct conflict. Hegemonic and rising powers began using new methods of fighting wars
without risking their state security and resources. The numbers of civil and regional conflict
interventions have increased due to increased tensions between international rivals
pursuing their agendas through new mechanisms of war. These rivals influence, trigger,
and support various nation-states, and interest groups (on occasion terrorist groups) in
conflicts through what Findley and Teo call “balancing interventions”.4 Balancing
intervention, simply put, is when one actor intervenes in a conflict for the purpose of
rivaling the power against a rival. This is elaborated on in the literature review.
Balancing interventions have come to the forefront of international conflicts after
the stagnant debates within the United Nations Security Council vis-à-vis the intervention
in Libya. States’ increasing reticence about their intervention intentions has only increased
the number of balancing interventions; while rivalries are not the sole drivers of
intervention, international rivals worry about the consequences of inaction.
A major pitfall of intervention is that a Sino-American “Thucydides Trap” could
be triggered by a third party’s actions. I hypothesise that as the Sino-American rivalry
increases there will be more rivalry interventions between the United States and China.
From a foreign policy perspective, the purpose of this research is to illustrate and
offer a prediction of the future of conflict as well as the pitfalls of rivalry interventions
through proxy wars. Understanding proxy war is important as it addresses two issues of
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Quantitative analyses of international interventions in conflicts are offered in Michael G. Findley
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international relations: The first that it offers an alternative explanation on how conflict
occurs; going beyond the scope of traditional international relations paradigmatic debates
of “war versus peace” is essential to grasp modern permissive conditions of conflict.
Understanding that war is not as black and white as some theoreticians would have readers
believe is necessary for the advancement of the field. Second, this form of conflict –
prevalent throughout history – mirrors a degree of colonialism. More powerful states are
forcing their weaker allies to fight their wars for them for their global dominance agendas.
What I find to be the new form of imperialism not only hampers the development of states
but gives dominant actors an unrestricted mechanism to fight wars without the immediate
consequences.
Of course, a U.S.-Chinese conflict is not entirely impossible; the central question
is whether the conflict is likely to escalate to a violent interaction or war. The question
scholars should be asking is not whether there will be conflict, but whether the emerging
conditions that make conflict permissive are more/less capable of sustaining the peace.
The main theoretical framework of this research focuses on theories of conflicts.
While some of the research focuses on the likelihood of Sino-American violent transition
as it pertains to the spectrum presented by Allison, the bulk of the theory focuses on the
implications of interventions. Intervention theories, by and large, could support evidence
that traditional power transition is no longer relevant to contemporary international
relations. The reason I focus on both interventions and proxy wars, is that if the motivation
behind rivalry interventions is indeed balancing then we can draw links between the former
and latter.

5

The current state of knowledge on the subject of power transitions excludes the
consequences and implications of the third world. One of the major weaknesses, which I
primarily find in Allison’s “Destined for War”, was the idea that the Cold War was not a
violent conflict simply because there was no direct conflict between the USA and the
USSR. But, I reject Allison’s argument that the Cold War was not a war. This view, I find,
is narrow reading due to the lack of consideration of conflict in the rest of the world, due
to the Cold War spheres of influence. Belligerent actions to wear down an enemy to the
point of collapse through loss of personnel and material resources is referred to as attrition
warfare.5 The Sino-American relationship is defined through constant competition in
various avenues to balance against the other.
This thesis aims to revise this somewhat simplistic spectrum by introducing a new
framework of analysis (lens) to interpret the various positions on contemporary power
transitions – in sum; traditional perspectives do not offer a sufficiently nuanced or reliable
assessment of the various positions on the conflict in the post-Cold War era. A clearer
understanding of the interrelationship between the influence of both mutually assured
destruction (realism) and economic interdependence (liberal internationalism) represents
an important contribution to predictions about the probability of conflict between the US
and China. Based on the former, this thesis presents two hypotheses about the SinoAmerican rivalry and how it plays out in civil interventions around the world.
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Yaacov Bar-Siman-Tov, The Israeli-Egyptian War of Attrition, 1969-1970: A Case-Study of
Limited Local War (New York: Columbia University Press, 1980); Swami Iyer and Timothy
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H1: There will be an increase in Chinese interventions in times of heightened
Sino-American rivalry.
H2: When the rivalry is more heightened, we would expect to see an increase in
rivalry interventions, which are best explained by Chinese strategic balancing, rather than
opportunism.
Mirroring the US-USSR relationship during much of the Cold War, for example,
the more violent military crises will unfold through smaller client states and no major war
between the U.S. and China. Therefore, the definitions of conflict, crisis, wars, violent
interactions, disputes, etc. are important factors when assessing the parameters of the
debate between pessimists and optimists. With the decline of state on state conflict and the
emergence of new forms of intra-state conflict, it is necessary to be very precise about how
we define peace vs war – and any grey areas between the literature.
In sum, my objective is to provide evidence in support of a synthesis of theories
on intervention and power transition to breach a schism that I find exists in the field. This
thesis aims to criticize the outdated optimist and pessimist ideals of the power transition
spectrum and present an alternative that presents new definition of violent power
transitions unfolding through proxy wars. A rivalry, when escalated will lead to an increase
in actors’ interventions in conflicts with the intention of the intervention being best
explained by strategic balancing.
This thesis unfolds in 6 chapters. The first will review the literature as it pertains
to traditional perceptions of power transitions, it then addresses the evidence presented by
Graham Allison on the potential for violence between the United States and China. This
chapter then unfolds into two key methods that relate to power transitions and proxy wars.
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The second chapter briefly unfolds the theoretical frameworks surrounding
optimist and pessimist perspectives about Sino-American conflict. However, this section
takes this theoretical framework a step further by creating a linkage to intervention theory
and how it can be applied to power transitions; questioning the assessments of previous
power transition theories and deeming them outdated in contemporary power transition
debates. This chapter will conclude by presenting theoretical evidence on rising powers;
by arguing that China is following America’s lead in its rise to challenge the latter, I predict
this pattern – prevalent in previous power transitions – to continue as China aims to build
its own world order.
The third chapter presents the methodology and data sets used throughout this
thesis. The hypotheses are outlined in this chapter; what would support and undercut my
propositions is illustrated in this chapter. The various variables studied and controlled are
also included in this section. Subsequently, this section also justifies how this research was
conducted as well as the limitations.
Chapter four presents the data found throughout this research and will present the
analysis and discussion of the findings presented. This chapter primarily focuses on the
statistical analysis of the number of interventions throughout the given time period. Chapter
3 primarily focuses on the first hypothesis, which addresses the increase in Chinese
interventions as the rivalry becomes more heightened.
Chapter 5 is a penultimate chapter that first presents the findings in relation to
hypothesis two by discussing the cases and categorizing them as either strategic balancing
or opportunism. This chapter uses the findings of chapter 4 and presents them as case
studies to answer the aforementioned uncertainty about China and the America’s actions
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in these civil conflicts. This chapter will also present some of the implications of these
interventions and the potential they have on triggering more violence and further escalating
the Chinese rivalry.
The final chapter will present the concluding remarks, the limitations of this
research, as well as policy recommendations for foreign policymakers.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature
This chapter aims to provide an overview of the historical answers on military
tactics employed during periods of power transition. This chapter is split into four sections.
The first section addresses the historical evolution of strategies undertaken by rising and
dominant powers. Within this section, a subsection is introduced to present why these
strategies are becoming increasingly irrelevant, especially when employed by global
superpowers. The second part of this chapter will address Allison’s potential answers to
how a conflict could unfold between the US and China, and some of the issues that I believe
need to be reevaluated. This review will then present an alternative strategy that has been
historically used, but not linked to the literature on power transition – balancing
intervention. The fourth section will provide another alternative insight into a competing
incentive for intervention – opportunistic intervention.
In addition, this thesis plots the historical path of the literature on how hegemonic
and rising powers have traditionally solidified the international order and system during a
power transition. This chapter groups the key influential work according to the core
research and theoretical approaches being used in this thesis. Thus, the purpose of this
chapter is to review the principal empirical and theoretical contributions of the literature as
well as the limitations that require re-thinking and further investigation on how power
transition and conflict exist in a dichotomous relationship.
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The Rise to Power
Key historical events highlight the distinct tactics states have pursued to challenge
the hierarchy of the international order, diminish a threat, or ensure one’s survival.
Historically, the state, by and large, can be compared to a firm producing and ensuring its
security.6 By comparing them to relational contracts, Lake identifies how state grow
through producing security in relation to another as a means of governing interactions.7
Security contracts explain the choices a state makes to prevent its wealth from being
coerced or extorted. He argues this occurs in two forms which best describe state
interaction throughout history – alliance and empire building. The former is similar to the
contract between firms, or in this case states, while the latter represents integration into the
dominant state’s structure (Not a takeover). Lake believed that these strategies could
explain the social organisation as well as the variance of structures prevalent throughout
history. Simply put, security strategies were transactions to pool efforts and increase
security based on the structure. This begs the question: How do rising powers increase
their security by forming and reshaping alliances and forming informal empires?
American hegemony involves and relies on a degree of imperialism as
Washington governs its relationships.8 One key feature of the historical literature focusing
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Frederic C. Lane, Profits from Power: Readings in Protection Rent and Violence-Controlling
Enterprises, 1st Edition edition (State University of New York Press, 1979); Douglas C. North,
“Structure and Change in Economic History,” Politics & Society 11, no. 4 (December 1, 1982):
511–12, https://doi.org/10.1177/003232928201100416.
7
David A. Lake, “Anarchy, Hierarchy, and the Variety of International Relations,” International
Organization 50, no. 1 (1996): 1–33.
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Alexandros Koutsoukis, “Building an Empire or Not? Athenian Imperialism and the United States
in the Twenty-First Century,” Global Discourse 3, no. 1 (March 1, 2013): 12–30,
https://doi.org/10.1080/23269995.2013.808847.
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on American hegemony is its comparison to Athens as opposed to Sparta – a more useful
conceptual framework of a democratic state’s imperialism.9 Koutsoukis distinguishes
between three categories of American imperial tendencies: true allies that are not
subordinate to their influence (Western Europe, Canada, Japan, and Australia); subordinate
allies where American influence reaches a degree of imperial control through dependence
or interdependence (States with US-led intervention or state-building and where the US
has its primary interests); and potentially subordinate allies (non-allies), which are states
that have strategic significance to Washington to the extent that an intervention would
occur if their interests are under threat.10 Koutsoukis warns against imperialist hegemony
as it blinds dominant powers to their imperial style of governance. This primarily arises
from Thucydides complex elaboration on the difference between hegemonia (legitimated
leadership) and arkhe (control). It is clear that in many cases American self-interest takes
precedence over justice diminishing the legitimate leadership it has – a perception the
world and rising powers share.11
Albeit mostly limited to Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union’s collapse was largely
shaped by its loss of hegemonia within its communist empire, and despite its maintained
arkhe, the USSR was unable to maintain its status. These actions mirror Britain’s decline
at the beginning of the 20th century.12 Similar to Athens and the USSR, American ideology
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Richard Ned Lebow and Robert Kelly, “Thucydides and Hegemony: Athens and the United
States,” Review of International Studies 27, no. 4 (October 2001): 593–609,
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0260210501005939.
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and the model it set out for states to emulate is what gave Washington the ability to gain
hegemonia. By helping liberate Europe of fascism and aid in the post-WW2 rebuilding of
Europe American leadership was legitimised in the eyes of its allies.13
Significant events in history have shaped this perception that power transitions are
resolved peacefully or through wars that involve alliances and empires. This literature was
given preference during the Cold War and has recently come to the forefront of literature
on whether or not the United States of America and China are destined to go to war. The
most prolific of scholars to recently address this topic has been Graham Allison in his book
Destined for War.

Destined for War?
After a thorough assessment of Sino-American conflicts and violence in the past,
Allison discusses the potential triggers for violent conflict to occur. Geography, culture,
and history teach us that there are constant risks that threaten the peace between the two
powers. Despite being on opposite sides of the globe, the US and China have both increased
their naval and military bases globally so that a collision does not have to be at the borders
of either of the states.14

Weary Titan: Britain and the Experience of Relative Decline, 1895-1905 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1988).
13
G. John Ikenberry, “Liberal Hegemony and the Future of American Postwar Order’,” in
International Order and the Future of World Politics, by T. V. Paul and John A. Hall (Cambridge ;
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 123–45.
14
Here Allison discusses the various accidental risks posited by US-China presence in the
Caribbean. Beijing has constantly signaled that there are risks if the US Navy continues to expand
beyond their own hemisphere.
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Allison’s argument for future conflict is based on historical assessments of the
United States’ inability to win 4 of its last five wars. To the rest of the world – including
China and its neighbours – the perception of an all-powerful America has declined since
its losses in Vietnam and various conflicts in the MENA region. Allison argues that
American military strength is in question because, despite their enormous spending, they
are spread too thin.
I accept these arguments on the perception of American hegemony with evidence
supported from China’s belligerence in the East and the South China Sea. Beijing has
continued to push against the policies put in motion by the United States and its allies in
the region. China acts in its interest and is challenging – if not already overtaking –
Washington’s influence on its allies.
Allison presents two key points that foreign policy analysists and international
relations students must look out for. Accidental collision and third-party provocation are
the gasoline needed to set the conflict into a spiralling “doomsday device”.
The accidental collision at sea is presented by the risks due to the presence of
American warships and aircraft within proximity of China’s borders. I find it hard to fully
accept this argument that a direct conflict would be allowed simply by an “accident”. First,
Allison recognises that Beijing has taken steps to de-escalate the risks by pursuing
diplomatic solutions to solve any issues. I find that both the US and China recognise the
risks of attempting to use force to resolve situations and instead have decided to pursue,
even if not cooperation, means of “saving face” and achieving their goals without direct
conflict.

14

It is Allison’s second trigger that I find presents a better risk of conflict. I find the
evidence presented by Allison for conflict following a third-party provocation, due to the
structures of their allies, Taiwan’s independence, or the collapse of North Korea to be
substantial.
The first case of a Sino-American war revolves around the polecat collapse of
North Korea; it could escalate to a similar scenario to what is being witnessed in Syria.
Hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of civilians, would mirror the current migrant crisis
in the Middle East. To protect its borders, Beijing may mobilise the Shenyang Military
Region to reduce the migrant flow. Furthermore, the collapse of the North Korean
government would mean the North’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) would remain
unprotected. The immediate concern for the United States would be to secure the ballisticmissile-launch and WMD sites. Dobbins argues that, through South Korea, the United
States would work to mobilise forces north of Korean Demilitarized Zone to pre-empt a
South Korean-American takeover of the country.15 Beijing would view this mobilisation
as a threat to its goals of hegemony in the East Asian region if North Korean is taken over
by an American led South Korean military. The potential for confrontation – accidental or
otherwise – between American supported South Korean forces and Chinese forces is high
to resolve the crisis in North Korea whether unification (Washington and South Korea’s
preferences) or continued division (Beijing’s preferences).
Taiwan is also a prime example of where conflicting political goals can act as a
catalyst for violent conflict between the two nations regardless of whether the goals are
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James Dobbins, “War with China,” Survival 54, no. 4 (September 1, 2012): 7–24,
https://doi.org/10.1080/00396338.2012.709384.
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peaceful or aggressive. China’s deployment of theatre ballistic missiles may be to deter
Taiwan from declaring independence, but that is not how it is perceived elsewhere.
Beijing’s goal may be to avoid the independence of the island. Whether or not they are
satisfied with the status quo, they may continue to make threats towards the United States
and Taiwan if they believe independence of Taiwan is inevitable. The United States and
China may find themselves locked in a security dilemma when these threats involve
military buildup and Washington perceives that China may achieve their goals through
force. As a countermeasure to ensure deterrence would take measures to increase the
perception that they are likely to intervene through military support and involvement with
Taipei. The vicious cycle continues as Beijing believes this is a means of Washington
supporting Taiwan’s independence and it continues to intensify its military efforts further,
and the cycle goes on.
There is little evidence to suggest that direct total war between the US and China
is plausible. This literature, I find, gives a very vague understanding of violent power
transition. Direct conflict is not the sole means of violence a nation can pursue, in fact,
there are other means of destabilising a global order without total war.

Intervention Theory
A precondition for the optimists’ perspective is that, regardless of China’s
satisfaction with the status quo, it is not a peer-competitor to the United States.16 They have
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argued that China’s rise will not catch up to American military capability or size in the near
future and will not pose a threat to American regional or global hegemony. Yet, most
debates regarding China as a future peer competitor to the United States neglect a central
issue: asymmetric conflict. T.V. Paul argues that during the Cold War both superior powers
experienced “defeat or stalemate” against weaker adversaries.17 The notion China would
not instigate conflict simply because of military lopsidedness is questionable. One potential
answer to this is conflict interventions and proxy wars. When and how states choose to
intervene in conflicts, as well as when they choose not to, can explain how rivalries are
resolved. The literature review addresses balancing and opportunistic interventions as a
cause for intervention; this section addresses how and why intervention will be used for
this thesis and some of the underlying theories behind these questions. This section will
then address two cases that could prove to be too costly and draw both states into direct
conflict.
Intervention theories have focused primarily on the analysis of problems
surrounding effective interventions in a situation for a desired outcome and the means in
which states intervene. Proxy Wars are essentially when decision makers are under
circumstances where they believe that perceived threats do not clearly justify a direct
military response and they pursue indirect responses as opposed to direct intervention.18
The alluring prospect Groh and Dan argue, is the notion of “indigenous” groups operating
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within the region appear willing to serve as a proxy for the more powerful state’s interests.
Proxy wars reduce the costs and risks involved in war while reaping the benefits of
achieving their security interests.
The very definition of the concept of intervention is central to presenting the
following arguments – and is important later on when defining the dependent variable of
this research. Intervention for the purpose of this research includes the official or unofficial
supply of the following by any third-party actor in a conflict: 1) troops, 2) military
equipment, 3) intelligence and logistics, 4) Aerial or naval support to any party of the
conflict for the purpose of this study.19
Any assessment of intervention must first draw on the importance of where the
states are intervening. Civil conflicts are of particular interest to leaders around the world
because it is their instability that can heavily disrupt their foreign policies, either by posing
a direct or indirect threat to their security.20 However, despite the significance of civil
conflicts, not all states choose to intervene. It is the interaction between domestic and
international politics that drive intervention decision, but it is the realist perceptions of the
threats and opportunities presented by civil conflicts in relation to international security
and power struggles that offers a greater explanation for why states intervene.
As it pertains to the rivalry, intervention can offer a strategic advantage over a
rival, and it increases suspicion over intentions. Rivals can perceive the interests of the
others as opposition, and civil conflicts are international events where rivalries engage
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together.21 Relationships between rivals, over time, can result in a stalemate and
interventions can pose an avenue to resolve stalemates. Therefore, some intervention
theories argue that superior powers are likely to intervene in opposition, in conflicts where
a rival has previously intervened to balance against their influence.22 Our core question
focuses on the logic behind these interventions and their implications on the rivalry. By
looking at this we can better understand if these interventions are indeed proxy wars in
order to answer the question of how a Sino-American violent transition may look like.
However, we will first have to answer which logic of intervention best fits the proxy model.
Historically, China has not engaged in proxy wars other than the Korean War, but
the United States has. Essentially, it was a series of proxy and dirty wars that prevented
direct Soviet-American interaction. This emphasizes the idea that the United States would
go to great lengths, as it has in the past, to maintain its role as hegemon. Proxy wars have
become more common in recent history; prevalent in the Napoleonic Wars, the Cold War,
and the ongoing conflict in Syria, a proxy war is looking more likely between the United
States and China as an alternative to a direct conflict.
The first case of a Sino-American proxy war revolves around the collapse of North
Korea; it could escalate to a similar scenario to what is being witnessed in Syria. Hundreds
of thousands, if not millions, of civilians, would mirror the current migrant crisis in the
Middle East. To protect its borders, Beijing may mobilize to the Shenyang Military Region
to reduce the migrant flow. Furthermore, the collapse of the North Korean government
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would mean the North’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) would remain unprotected.
The immediate concern for the United States would be to secure the ballistic-missilelaunch and WMD sites. Dobbins argues that through South Korea, the United States would
work to mobilize forces north of Korean Demilitarized Zone to pre-empt a South KoreanAmerican takeover of the country.23 Beijing would view this mobilization as a threat to its
goals of hegemony in the East Asian region if North Korea is taken over by an American
led South Korean military. The potential for confrontation – accidental or otherwise –
between American supported South Korean forces and Chinese forces is high to resolve
the crisis in North Korea whether unification or continued division.
Direct confrontation is not impossible per se, but it remains unlikely. So long as
there is an alternative to direct confrontation, states are more likely to pursue them. To this
end, the following chapters will attempt to understand the nature of proxy wars and how
civil conflicts will offer this transition an avenue to unfold, violently, but without direct
confrontation between the United States and China.

Opportunistic Intervention
Within international relations opportunism is understood to be ubiquitous. Argued
to be common among all actors, Williamson defined it as self-seeking behavior “with
guile” or cunning.24 Individual advantages are pursued whenever possible regardless;
under opportunistic logic, contracts, alliances, and agreements are not honored out of
obligation but rely on the structure and benefits of choices they pursue.
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If we think about strategic balancing as increasing relative power and strategically
intervening to balance against the United States, then a key feature of opportunism is that
it can be seen through immediate national interests and the second intervener increasing
their absolute power, without the pursuit of balancing being the end goal. One of the many
factors that best explain this categorization is the significant economic benefits of
intervening in a conflict. The literature for intervention for economic purposes stems from
many interventions, being motivated by oil and other various resources.25
Balancing intervention, like many theories, does not give a perfect model for why
states intervene in conflicts – where all or some cases might be opportunistic. Rising
powers – whether at the global or regional level – may be more interested in pursuing
opportunities without engaging with any rival supported groups. Rising powers can look
to where the hegemon has not engaged or has left to rebuild cementing their hegemonia in
the region. Snyder posits that an ally may be abandoned if there is no more political or
economic benefit from the obligation; the abandonment can be explained in twofold within
the context of intervention.26 First, when one ally withdraws it signals their lack of
commitment to the conflict. Second, and of greater importance, it offers rivals the
opportunity to intervene when they would not have otherwise.
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Lake further argues that state behavior can be determined by the state’s
“opportunity cost”. When alternative options are presented, that the state values as much
as the intervention the opportunity cost is low, and vice-versa. Without attractive
alternative options, the opportunity cost is high, making changing relations is extremely
consequential. If this logic is accepted, we infer that a state has no reason to intervene in a
conflict, if there is no economic or political gain. An opportunistic intervener, would also
avoid direct engagement. Direct conflict and engagement meant conflict, and as discussed
under Cost of War the cost of direct conflict outweighs the economic and political benefits.
Another important classification that signals opportunism is when an intervener
switches sides during a conflict. States often change who they are supporting in a conflict
so long as it aligns with their interests. This was prevalent in China’s actions in Yemen,
although not a case of rivalry intervention the Yemeni crisis is a case of Chinese
opportunistic action.27 China not only switched sides during the conflict, but the cost of the
continued violence was affecting China’s oil revenue.
To distinguish between strategic balancing and opportunism this the following
categories, based on the literature, offer an explanation for a rivalry intervention to qualify
as one best explained by opportunism:


O1: Opposition failure in conflict and withdrawal or reduction of forces;



O2: Relevant political and/or economic gain for second intervener;



O3: Switching of sides during conflict;



O4: Hesitation of direct confrontation. Is it worth going against American allies?
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Opportunism does have requirements and pitfalls; One of the pitfalls of
opportunism means that actors are often left without a concrete grand strategy – swiftly
put, they intend to seize opportunities as they arise without a clear objective to the
intervention.28Thus, the expectations are to seek returns through the exploitation of various
situations. When theory meets the practice of opportunism, there is a crucial emphasis on
being prepared and flexible enough to manoeuvre around new opportunities. It becomes a
game of time and haste against the opposition, not methodical planning against the
opposition.
In reference back to Lake’s article opportunism is a tool for shaping global
hierarchies commonly used by superpowers. This self-seeking and costly behaviour is a
common trait of all actors; the contracts created and honoured are there for individual
advantages not the obligation to the hierarchy.29 In both powers during the Cold War allies
were integrated and almost forced into integrating their economies to secure a future
against the opposing ideology – opportunism without reaching the enemy. American
opportunism in Europe is perhaps subtler than the Soviet empire. Europeans were
threatened by the USSR’s growth, and the US was their only suitable answer. From an
economic perspective, European post-war recovery depended on the American market,
trapping Europe in an alliance with America. Opportunistic decisions are usually rash
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decisions during the implementation. States don’t truly think about the long-term goals of
their actions and focus primarily on taking advantage of opportunities as they appear. Not
to say they completely ignore consequences, but it’s that the priority is given to taking
advantage of the circumstances swiftly.
The path this literature has taken provides some positive elements that highlight
the key implications on opportunistic expansion by superpowers as a means of challenging
hierarchy. Although referred to at times, the literature does not adequately draw a link
between power transition conflicts and opportunism as a means of solidifying a sphere of
influence (or informal empire as many scholars have referred to it). A component that
requires further investigation may perhaps be the global tensions that drive the pursuit of
opportunistic expansion where a rival is not present.

Strategic Balancing Intervention
As stated earlier, the American World Order relied on its strategic alliances in
various regions to establish its perception of security. To establish a new hierarchy, I argue,
it is not enough to simply show military dominance nor is it feasible to directly engage
American forces, but to contest its foothold in various regions could prove to be valuable
in reducing American hegemonia. A tactic utilised by more powerful states to reduce
casualties has been their involvement in various conflicts around the world to balance
against a rival. However, before diving into the nature of balancing intervention, it is
imperative to address the engagement in proxy wars as a means of intervention. Despite
their prevalence throughout history, it is perhaps the Syrian conflict (2011) and others in
the MENA region that have presented the best case for civil wars transforming into proxy
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wars. One of the gaps presented in the previous section has been the failure to address the
theme of proxy wars for strategic advantages. The Scottish Centre for War Studies at
Glasgow University organised a workshop focusing on the theme of proxy wars as an
emerging global phenomenon that has been understudied in the field.30
Proxy war, as Cragin defines them, refer to the conflict in which countries oppose
one another indirectly, through the surrogate state or non-state actors.31 Andrew Mumford
outlines four changes in military affairs since the end of the Cold War that has forever
altered conflict in favour of proxy warfare.32 They are classified as:
1. Growing apathy among the Western public towards military engagement involving
warfare along with the decline of “total war” between advanced states in general.
2. The rise of private military companies (PMCs) to outsource security and reduce
the need for public support.
3. Increased use of low-risk cyberspace tactics that can stem from various proxy
servers, dealing damage without the risk of losing soldiers.
4. The rise of China as a major superpower rival to the United States in an economy
that remains in interdependent and integrated together.
The seeming increase of interventions in both the Middle East and South-East
Asia today could also primarily be a by-product of two wider changes in the international
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system and global economy. One first change that has been acknowledged is the
transformation of the international system from a bipolar Cold War to polyarchic world
order.33 The second is that, much like Iraq (2003) and Libya (2011), states have begun to
“coup-proof” their domestic militaries; this structure, in the event of a collapse of central
authority, offers militias and private security actors a central role in what follows.34
The former addresses the nature of the international system as polyarchic – an
interdependent and interactive order that remains decentralised due to the increasing
number of actors.35 Relationships in this system are volatile and ever-changing; it is for
this reason that Brown contends there is an increase in balancing through proxy warfare
rather than direct confrontation explained by the decline of a multipolar order. International
relations have become decreasingly as Lake described them as single unit law firms
competing and cooperating. Since there are diverse international relations and foreign
policies (trade, security, technology, etc.), nations may be allies on one issue but enemies
on another. Despite historical lessons from Vietnam and Iraq, the White house still suffered
from “Vietnam Syndrome” – rejecting military occupation of another country to reshape a
regime – during the invasion of Iraq. However, this did not occur in the Balkan crises of
the 1990s where Washington did not pick a side in deciding the future of BosniaHerzegovina when it did not serve their strategic or security interests. Consistent with the
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proxy war model, the reality is perhaps best echoed in then-Secretary of State James
Baker’s quote “we don’t have a dog in that fight”.36
In the context of Chinese interventions, for the former to be considered a balancing
intervention, it must focus primarily on competition against Washington.
Washington engaged in counterterrorism strategies and proxy wars most recently
after the events of the Arab Spring; states are fearing the strategic advances of their rivals
intervene in civil conflicts for their agendas.37 When the US led an anti-Assad intervention
in Syria, President Xi agreed to send troops to fight alongside Assad.38 When Mr Trump
stated that Jerusalem was the capital city of Israel – despite the violence caused – Mr Xi
called for an independent Palestinian State with Jerusalem as the capital.39 Balancing
interventions risks triggering conflict, whether in the region or between the two powers,
yet the US and China continue to divide up regions and pick sides in conflicts to establish
a foothold and control in various regions – much like the US and USSR carving up their
spheres of influence. Based on this, strategic balancing involves the creation or aggregation
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of power through alliances, as well as involve the pursuit of territory vital to the interests
of the intervener. Furthermore, by looking at trends in intervention and during the Cold
War, strategic balancing requires military targeting and the threat of war as a legitimate
statecraft.
The literature adequately highlights the issues of proxy wars and their salience in
contemporary world politics, however, a shortcoming of this has been the study of proxy
conflicts during periods of power transition. Studying rivalry interventions and how they
pertain to the transformation of civil conflicts into proxy conflicts is imperative to
understand contemporary and future periods of a power transition at regional and global
levels. By looking at the nature of strategic balancing we can infer that when a case
involves strategic balancing, the interveners are settling their rivalry through the proxies
they are supporting.
Based on the literature I infer that the following categories offer an explanation
for a rivalry intervention to qualify as one best explained by strategic balancing:


SB1: Creation/aggregation of military power through forging alliances to prevent
or deter enemy;



SB2: To gain or prevent loss of territory that is vital to interests;



SB3: Exists when states target one another militarily, not just an arms race;



SB4: The projection of power and use of war as a legitimate statecraft.
By addressing the implications of rivalry intervention in power transition, my

thesis will challenge how power transition is understood. Since the Cold War was primarily
a series of proxy wars and defined as a non-violent transition, this thesis will challenge the
notion that proxy wars do not constitute a peaceful transition.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework on Sino-American Transition
This section assesses various theoretical lenses that focus on the Sino-American
Rivalry at different levels. The first section focuses on the preexisting theories and
expectations of power transition: Violent (pessimist) and peaceful (optimist). While the
first section focuses on the theories of power transition, the second section presents the
implications of conflict and applying them to the Sino-American rivalry. The final section,
broken into 4 subsections, inquires into whether power transition is still relevant in the field
of international relations, in lieu of intervention theories.

Can the United States and China avoid the Thucydides Trap?
The PRC is putting the United States in what Howard calls the most dangerous of
all moods: “that of a great power which sees itself declining to the second rank.”40 The
challenge to American hegemony has sparked the potential for a Thucydides Trap; all it
needs is a trigger. In essence, Washington and Beijing had all but triggered the Thucydides
Trap in East Asia. Prevalent in the Hapsburgs v. Sweden power transition, the notion of
supporting an ally, even under false pretences, can cause either party to declare war for the
purpose of maintaining or changing the balance of power.41 To a degree, modern Taiwan
mirrors the Germanic states between (1630-1648). China, Christensen argues, poses a
problem to American security interests due to threats and weaponry posed at Taiwan’s
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borders.42 What is prevailing in the region and among many scholars is that if China does
use force against Taiwan’s independence, the United States will be pressured into
defending its democratic ally against an authoritarian China – especially if U.S. service
personnel are at risk.
Optimists have argued that China’s transition to democracy will prevent a conflict
according to the Democratic Peace Theory.43 This thesis, however, echoed the arguments
of Mansfield with regards to how a state transitioning to democracy is more war-prone than
a stable autocracy.44 Citing the Napoleonic Wars (1803-1815) France had undergone a
series of violent revolutions with hopes of reform, yet just as Mansfield hypothesizes,
Napoleon I used hyper-nationalist rhetoric to gain the support of the French people to
justify a war. Furthermore, a more democratic China will merely be a more assertive and
nationalistic China. Violent conflict is a tool for scapegoating problems and justifying a
government’s role as a dominant power. Wang and Deng have argued that a democratic
Beijing will pursue the prestige of being called a “world-class power” and be willing to
take belligerent actions to act against and challenge American hegemony. Another instance
where a violent power transition due to scapegoating took place was through Germany’s
unification; China might pursue and force the United States to be the aggressor in a conflict
to reduce claims of Taiwanese independence.
Liberal optimists have also presented the case that American hegemony is by nature
designed to foster peace and prevent war. Ikenberry argues that American hegemony is
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“reluctant, open, and highly institutionalized”;45 the creation and integration of all states in
these institutions have fostered peace since the end of the Cold War has increased the
returns of participation in these mutually acceptable institutions. If one accepts the liberal
perspective on American hegemony fostering and ensuring peace (and I do not), an
optimistic conclusion on Sino-American power transition is more reasonable.
On March 6th, 2017, President Donald Trump, under his “America First”
propaganda asserted Washington’s shifting focus to bilateral negotiations as opposed to
WTO sanctioned multilateral agreements.46 Furthermore, as of January 23rd, 2017, the
United States is no longer a member of the Trans-Pacific Partnership. This pursuit of
unilateral trade agendas risks putting to the test the “New Economic Order” Ikenberry has
presented. Furthermore, on March 1st, 2017, the Trump administration suggested bypassing
WTO rules if they infringe on American sovereignty.47 What was previously a mutually
acceptable institution may evolve into American hardline hegemony and asymmetrical
trade relations.
Beijing’s increasing military growth, despite not being at the level of then United
States, has sparked fears in Washington and its allies, that the former is unsatisfied with
the status quo. From a realist pessimist perspective, China’s global orientation is becoming
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clearer: Surpassing and displacing the United States.48 Following the trends of power
transition through history China’s rise, despite criticism, has surpassed that of any state
other than the United States. The mainland does not have the capability to attack American
soil directly, yet it still poses threats to American security interests through other
mechanisms. In the build-up to World War I, Germany sought to balance the power with
Britain by increasing its naval power and pursuing the goal of being a colonial power.
China’s military rise has been similar to that of Germany’s, but while the latter pursued
colonies, the former is pursuing replacing American hegemony and legitimate leadership
in various regions. A militarily weak China could, as Christensen argues, could work to
sever the United States from the allies that Beijing believes are the source of American
hegemony.49
Provided China cannot sever these ties; it may pursue invading Taiwan if it
believes, just as many zero-sum scholars have argued, that the United States is disinterested
in East Asia. Zero-sum pessimists have argued that Washington’s failed containment of
China’s rise may result in a conflict.50 Prevalent in World War II, Britain and France’s
reluctance to intervene in Germany’s rise allowed them to prevent triggering the
Thucydides Trap. The zero-sum perspective speculates that an increase in China’s power
poses a threat to American long-term economic and national security. They perceive that
China’s rise has come at the expense of the power of the one country that had the capability
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of managing it, and therefore as Kagan argues, Washington has created an illusion they can
manage the PRC’s rise.51
From a positive-sum perspective, the American policy in East Asia may have
prevented the sentiments echoed in the previous paragraph. Their policies surrounding the
development and stabilization of economic and political relationships have created a stable
and peaceful China.52 One of the factors that led to conflict erupting in World War II was
the failure of institutions, a factor prevalent in post-Cold War East Asia era. The
formulation of these deep economic ties with China at the core has given rise to optimism
for peaceful transitions. To avoid a Thucydides Trap, that drew the Axis and Allies into
World War II, Washington has not imposed as harsh and sanctions on Beijing even after
gross human rights infringements that made Nazi Germany more assertive and belligerent.
Sino-American relations have followed the trend that has been prevalent throughout
history – the trap has been set it is merely a matter of being triggered. The difference in
this transition, however, is the number of constraints that have postponed it for so long.
This is a credit to the optimist perspective in the sense that violent conflict has been avoided
for so long between the United States and China. Yet from a more pessimistic perspective,
because of all these factors have only postponed the inevitable. The risk here, of course, is
that this conflict may be the most violent of all power transitions experienced, not only
because of the increasing numbers and advancements in weaponry, but the fact of the
matter is this conflict has been brewing and features all the prerequisites of previous power
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transitions compiled into one. Which begs the question: Are the U.S. and China destined
to go to war? While this is elaborated on more in the literature review, the simplest answer
to present the rest of this chapter is: it is unlikely. I reject the premise that violent power
transition requires direct confrontation between both the dominant and rising power and
argue that the theoretical frameworks and standards that define power transition are
outdated.

War, what is it good for?
In its simplest form, the cost of war is understood in economic and financial costs.
Barring ethical, environmental, and human costs, the manufacturing of arms, wages of
soldiers, the transport of soldiers, and the sustainability of wars are very costly. In the Cold
War, Washington spent 5.5 trillion US dollars on nuclear weapons and weapons-related
programs between 1940 and 1996 and averaged around 2 billion USD per year by 1986.5354
The US invasions of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan, between the years of 2001 and 2011,
cost Washington three times more than the official estimates; after the inclusion of the
formal defense budget, the actual wars, medical costs of veterans, Homeland Security, and
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State Department aid projects cost 3.2 to 4 trillion US dollars, which is three times the
official estimate.55
The main reason we address the costs of war, is that theories surrounding this
subject show the decline of direct confrontation. If there is evidence that states are more
likely to avoid direct conflict, then it could further why states choose to challenge one
another through intervention. If we want to understand the logic behind intervention, then
part of the answer must focus on why states choose interventions against rivals.
The costs of war are presented in commercial peace theories, that ascribe to the
notions that globalization and the spread of economic interdependence lead to peace.
Increasing levels of internal and external peace facilitate the integration of a country into
the economic, political, and social processes of globalization and vice versa.56 The debate
on whether interstate conflicts are influenced by trade are still prominent; conflicts a
byproduct of states (or other actors) having different interests and they cannot resolve them
– trade is one of the many prominent interests. Trade can act to promote and foster peace
when the expected commercial losses of conflict outweigh the cost of fighting;57 at the
same time extradyadic asymmetric dependencies can escalate tensions and trigger
international conflict. In contingency with this claim, I argue that understanding the
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typology and degrees of trade and economic interdependence is necessary to understand
militarized conflicts.
Interstate wars are also politically very costly, especially for a democratic
government.58 Democratic leaders suffer from interstate conflicts in the sense that political
costs of reelection are increased with interstate war mobilization, due to its attribution to
military spending.59 On the other hand, however, higher war casualties increase voter
turnout and political engagement at both the aggregate and individual levels of analysis.60
It is no surprise then that parties, candidates, and activists use war as a rallying point for
their political agendas and offer a focal point for organizational structures for movements
to end the conflict.61
The cost of war is not based solely on the political and economic aspects of war.
One of the biggest atrocities of war is the victimization of civilians. Whether it has
immediate or long-term effects on civilians, war has created a myriad of problems for
civilian casualties. The focus on civilian casualties of has been bleak; traditionally, the
success and public support of a war were determined, and subsequently studied, in terms
of military casualties.62 Civilian victimization strategies had long been considered
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acceptable military tactics,63 and while this is no longer accepted among some states, it is
still employed by non-state actors wishing to undermine the power of the state.64
The costs on civilians and military personnel go beyond direct injuries of those
affected – wars have long-lasting side effects. Seventy-two years after the dropping of the
Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, ‘hibakusha’ (Japanese term for atomic bomb
survivors) descendants are faced with transgenerational genetic side-effects of radiation.65
Furthermore, the risk of cancer and physical scarring has made it “impossible for
‘hibakusha’ and their descendants to find full-time jobs and develop relationships. Medical
researchers have also discovered that cardiovascular disease was a “hidden side-effect” of
survivors of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.66 It becomes evident then, that even if the
economic costs were not accounted for, the human cost of war has mitigated the likelihood
of direct conflict.
Direct conflict between states may have declined, but it does not necessarily mean
that the world has become more peaceful. Do the increasing costs of conflict undermine
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power transition theory? or even render it obsolete? Major and regional powers partake in
diverse methods of competition with each other to establish power in the international
order. And for this purpose, it is necessary also to address how future power transitions
may play out through indirect competition that we have seen in the past and will continue
to see.
I refer to the conflict as the “Colder War” between the United States and China; I
refer to it in the sense that it entails the same factors that occurred between the former and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. While direct conflict did not occur during the Cold
War, the casualties and tensions between the states and their spheres of influence were still
prominent, and the Washington and Moscow had employed every “traditional instrument
of warfare short of bombs and bullets”.67 But, I reject Allison’s argument that the Cold War
was not a war.
Instead of reciting theoreticians’ rhetoric on the Cold War, I will instead address
the implications of contemporary means of conflict as they pertain to a violent SinoAmerican power transition based on the cases addressed in this research.
Failed states that erupt into civil conflicts offer the greatest challenge to global
security – but offer the best venue for international rivalries to play out. Washington
engaged in counterterrorism strategies and semi-proxy wars most recently after the events
of the Arab Spring; states are fearing the strategic advances of their rivals intervene in civil
conflicts for their own agendas.68 If we want to answer the question of rivalry interventions,
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then the logic behind why the United States and China have not engaged then
understanding the conditions that make violent power transitions no longer permissive are
important. To do this we need to understand the relationship between the Thucydides Trap
in the context of contemporary international relations that has traditional mechanisms of
conflict obsolete; then the logic behind traditional power transitions becomes less
convincing. Our core concern here is that without understanding the decline of the
permissive conditions that made conflict more likely, then there will be one answer to
questions of power transitions, as they will almost always satisfy the optimist point of view
without direct engagement.

Is Power Transition Dead?
Traditionally the debate has been defined with two ideals: Direct warfare
(Pessimists) and peaceful transition (Optimists). If this is the spectrum we are discussing,
then this thesis argues that Sino-American relations are closer to the optimistic point of
view; the liberal and realist optimists are right in arguing that direct conflict is almost
impossible. As discussed earlier, pessimists on this spectrum do not consider the
geopolitical position of the United States and the risks of war on Washington and Beijing.
In any conflict in East Asia, despite the vast number of American bases in East Asia,
Washington would be incapable of offering an immediate and significant response.69
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Furthermore, this side of the spectrum overemphasizes Washington’s post-Cold War
policy on the need to prevail in more than one simultaneous war in two different regions.
The optimist ideal, however, is also an unsatisfying one. If the liberals are right,
and institutions are all that matter, then their hypothesis has failed. President Trump’s
backing away from WTO policies and withdrawing from the TPP present nothing more
than pessimism from the liberal camp. If they invoke the Democratic Peace Theory,
arguing that China is nearing a democratic transition, then historically states in transition
or newly democratic countries are more violent than authoritarian regimes. 70 The optimist
realists have argued that Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD) has deterred conflict in the
Cold War and maintained the peace between nuclear states.71 The lesson learned from this
perspective is that both countries do not trust each other enough to comply with nuclear
nonproliferation programs and that there will not be a direct conflict between them. I accept
this, but it does not satisfy any concerns regarding different forms of conflict.
If scholars and policy analysts only focus on direct conflict and peaceful transition
as the ideals of the theory, then power transition is indeed dead. This traditional viewpoint
of power transition as an explanation of international relations and power, as a theoretical
perspective, no longer offers any pedagogical purposes.
The new spectrum this thesis presents expands on the previous research to
acknowledge different forms power transition can take place. Traditionally optimists and
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pessimists have perceived the debates as more of a two-sided coin than a spectrum. This
thesis rejects the notion that this debate should be approached as a two-sided coin. In fact,
it is proposing a new spectrum; This thesis aims to expand on previous literature to
acknowledge different forms of conflict, considering the implications of Mutually Assured
Destruction meaning that direct conflict is almost impossible, but at the same time
considers the emerging variants of violent power transition.
This spectrum maintains the optimist perspective on peaceful transition as an ideal
on the spectrum. The difference is prevalent on the other side of the argument; the
alternative ideal of the spectrum is indirect conflict. I reject the notion of direct conflict
between the United States and China; total direct warfare implies the use of nuclear
weapons. Great powers have had the capability to use them, but have chosen not to because
of the implications of MAD. The new spectrum this thesis presents, in summary, is
Peaceful transition (Optimists) and indirect conflict (Pessimists); if this is the spectrum,
then this thesis argues that Sino-American relations lay closer to the pessimist perspective.
Although scholars acknowledge their significance in the post-Cold War study of
international relations, different forms of violent conflict have been ignored in the study of
power transition. Scholars have often defined conflict without direct interaction between
actors as a peaceful transition. By that definition the Cold War was peaceful, and the
conflicts that occurred in the Middle East and North African region in World War II had
no relation to the power transition, different forms of violent conflict are prevalent in
history – they are not a new phenomenon.
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Following America’s Lead
Mearsheimer is correct in predicting that China will act the same way the United
States has throughout its history. The belief is that China will attempt to dominate the East
Asian region just as the United States has Western society after the end of the Second
World War. To maximize its security, China must increase the gap between it and any
members of the region that can threaten its rise and power such as Japan, India, and
Russia.72 He presents the argument that China does not wish to pursue military superiority
and attempt to conquer other powerful states in the region, but Beijing will maintain a
position of strength.
Scholars have predicted that to reduce the likelihood of conflict between the more
powerful nations is that China may pursue the goal of creating its own “Monroe Doctrine”
to ensure a degree of strategic dominance. This thesis predicts that after its rise China will
pursue the strategic institutions presented in Ikenberry to ensure its dominance just as the
United States has.73
Just as the United States has militarily weak Canadian and Mexican neighbours,
China will pursue these policies with Japan and potentially Russia. Beijing would not –
like any other power – want powerful nations in its backyard. Even if their strength is
reliant on American support, why would China feel safe with American forces in Japan,
Taiwan, or the South China Sea?
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Mearsheimer argues that America’s response to China trying to replace it in East
Asia will be what it has been over the course of the 20th century. America does not tolerate
peer competitors, it is determined to remain the World’s regional hegemon, and therefore
the United States is likely to act as it did towards the Soviet Union.
Based on this logic, I assume that China’s rise will mirror its predecessor in the
sense that it seeks to cement its own global order through increasing its foothold on various
regions. Beijing will begin intervening in conflicts to balance against American leadership
and reduce its hegemonia (legitimate leadership) and arkhe (control). As outlined in the
literature review, by destabilizing these two factors, Washington was able to reduce
Moscow’s grip on many of their allies. If Beijing can manage to balance against
Washington’s leadership and control, the United States’ order, which relies on these global
footholds, will be disrupted.
Nevertheless, I do not acknowledge this will result in direct conflict between the
two powers but will occur through a series of proxy wars and to grasp this concept, we
must first understand the logic behind theories of intervention.
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Chapter 4: Research Design and Methodology
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate how the research for this thesis was
conducted. The chapter first outlines the hypothesis testing model. The section will
illustrate what would signify support from my hypothesis, as well as what demonstrates
my hypothesis being undercut. This chapter then illustrates the methodology implemented
throughout the research of this study. The second section presents the datasets used, how
data was collected and the coding procedures. The third section operationalizes the
dependent and independent variables used in this research.

Hypothesis Testing
The research questions at hand were: Has the heightened Sino-American rivalry
increased the number of conflicts Beijing has intervened in? If so, which factors best
explain the logic behind Chinese intervention? Balancing intervention or opportunism?
H1: There will be an increase in Chinese interventions in times of heightened
Sino-American rivalry as outlined in table 1.
I will know that H1 is supported if the pattern I find across the cases shows that
the years in which the rivalry between the Sino-American rivalry is heightened; after the
Arab Spring we will see an increase in the number of conflicts with balancing rivalry
interventions. Null-hypothesis1: The core hypothesis is undercut if the pattern I find across
the cases does not show a relationship between the Sino-American rivalry and which side
China intervenes on the side of.
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H2: When the rivalry is more heightened, we would expect to see an increase in
rivalry interventions, which are best explained by Chinese strategic balancing, rather than
opportunism.
If H2 is supported, the pattern I would expect is that as the level of rivalry
increases a conflict the intervention would show variables that define balancing (as
outlined in the literature review). For a case to be considered it would entail the following:


SB1: Creation/aggregation of military power through forging alliances to prevent
or deter enemy;



SB2: To gain or prevent loss of territory that is vital to interests;



SB3: Exists when states target one another militarily, not just an arms race;



SB4: The projection of power and use of war as a legitimate statecraft.

While H1 addresses the increase in interventions over time and across regions, the
latter is attempting to explore Sino-American rivalry interventions from a strategic
balancing versus opportunistic outlook. Truly grasping motivation may be difficult, but the
logic and literature reviewed in Chapter 1 allows us to make inferences about state behavior
and, more importantly, how this behavior has changed. Echoing the points made in Chapter
3, even one case of balancing offers valuable insight into how Sino-American rivalry is
currently unfolding or could unfold in the future.
This hypothesis will be tested through a case study of the 3 cases when there was
rivalry intervention. Even one case that shows an increase in strategic balancing is
important, even if the hypothesis is undercut. The importance is twofold: First, if that is the
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single case when this happens, why is this case so important to both the U.S. and China
and what are the implications of both of them intervening and risking conflict.
Null-hypothesis2: If my hypothesis is undercut, the pattern I would expect to see
is that there is no relationship between the level of rivalry and the logic behind China’s
intervention. If the motivation behind China’s intervention in civil conflicts is not
explained by balancing interventions, but Chinese opportunism (as outlined in the literature
review). The following categories would be present:


O1: Opposition failure in conflict and withdrawal or reduction of forces;



O2: Relevant political and/or economic gain for second intervener;



O3: Switching of sides during conflict;



O4: Hesitation of direct confrontation. Is it worth going against American allies?

The pattern I’m curious about across past and present cases is the relationship
between major power rivalries and how contemporary conflict plays out. Since many
leading scholars and theoreticians fail to grasp that the Cold War was indeed a violent
attempt at a power transition, I present arguments that the nature of conflict is shifting due
to the risks of direct conflict. This is explained in further detail in chapter 5, which focuses
on answering H2.

Methodology
To answer whether or not Sino-American conflict interventions can be explained
by balancing interventions or opportunism this thesis implements a longitudinal design to
explore the changes in interventions by both actors over time. Upon presenting the number
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of interventions, each state has intervened in on a yearly basis this research attempts to
analyse the trends found over the period studied.
The rationale for this method, simply put, is that longitudinal studies offer insight
into dynamics of change by giving perspective and values to trends over time.74 Since this
research is focusing on various time intervals, this data, when presented in a line graph can
show a gradual increase or decrease in the number of conflicts each actor has been involved
in overtime; presenting a visual representation of data collected since the end of the Cold
War. The patterns will be elaborated on in the hypothesis testing section of this chapter.
The next step employed is a comparative case study of 3 out of the 6 cases where
the intervention by the PRC was in opposition to American forces. The rationale behind
studying these 3 cases was to better understand the motivation behind Chinese intervention
– balancing or opportunistic. These 3 cases were:
1. The Iraqi Insurgency;
2. The Hamas-Israel Conflict;
3. The Syrian Civil War.

Dataset
The dataset used in this research includes conflicts, as they were defined in the
Uppsala Conflict Data Program. The definition of armed conflict is outlined in the dataset
as “a contested incompatibility that concerns government and/or territory where the use of
armed force between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a state, results
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in at least 25 battle-related deaths in one calendar year.”75 The scope of the research
includes conflicts after the collapse of the USSR, that included intervention by either the
United States of America and the People’s Republic of China. There was a total of 38
conflicts in this study and 6 of which involved intervention of both the USA and the PRC
at the same time. Conflict was drawn from the UCDP under the Department of Peace and
Conflict Research in Uppsala Universitet.76 The intervener-conflict dyads are studied in
two steps. The first is that they are studied from a chronological order to illustrate when
each state intervened in the conflict on a yearly basis. The second presentation is a regional
one; this offers insight into whether or not conflict-intervention zones are overlapping
between the US and China. Addressing where intervention can help answer whether or not
the US and China are attempting to balance against one another or if there are alternative
explanations. This is explained further in the independent variable section of this chapter.
The UCDP organized violence dataset has recorded data from 1989-2017
recorded by region, country, and types of violence. The database is the oldest ongoing data
collection program on civil war. The data is continuously updated and regularly cited in
various journals such as the Journal of Peace Research since 1993, in the SIPRI Yearbook
since 1988, in the Human Security Reports since 2005, and in the report series States in
Armed Conflict (1987-2012). The data is downloadable in various formats and can be
accessed through the dataset’s website.
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It is important to note that there were conflicts that were not complete in the
dataset. These conflicts are ongoing and still included in this research. However, external
sources and grey literature were used to determine if there was intervention. While this
may present itself to be a limitation of the study, this is something the researcher was aware
of upon deciding to study conflicts that involve proxies. It is part of the reality of modernday intrastate conflict, and intervention was clearly outlined in the onset of the study to
determine when it occurs.

Dependent Variables
Since this thesis is examining which factors influence an external state’s decision
to intervene and whose side it chooses to intervene along with militarily there are two
dyadic dependent variables. The dependent variable is more behavioural and focuses on
the actions of one or both the United States and China. We measure the dependent variable
by looking at the intervention, as defined below. The first is the initial intervention by both
the United States of America or the People’s Republic of China.77 If both states are
involved in the conflict then the conflict will be coded with a value of 1, however, if only
one actor intervenes in the conflict, then it will be coded with a value of 0.
The second relationship will be reliant on the first. If a conflict received a value
of 1 in the first category a second step is undertaken depending on which side the second
intervener is involved in the conflict to attempt to code whether the second rival is
intervening in opposition to the primary intervener. This will be defined as the intervention
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side. One recurring term used in this research is the term potential balancing intervener.
This variable refers to the state (whether the US or China) in opposition to the actor already
involved in a conflict. If the secondary intervener joins the conflict on the opposing side of
the primary intervener, the conflict will be given a value of 1 to signify a potential
balancing intervention. If the secondary intervention is on the same side of the conflict, it
will be given a value of 0, signalling no direct attempt at rivalry intervention.78 The
determination of who intervened first was all collected by the UCDP data set, with dates,
resources, actors, and degree of violence.
Intervention is defined as a measure of whether or not state B intervenes military
in a conflict where state A is present. The intervention will be defined as military aid and/or
the use of military force by a third party. It will also include military intervention which
includes the supply of 1) troops, 2) military equipment, 3) intelligence and logistics, 4)
Aerial or naval support to any party of the conflict for the purpose of this study. 79 To
maintain consistency with the rest of this research, this data was collected by the UCDP
dataset referenced earlier and cited by various research papers; A more detailed explanation
of these factors and why they are considered interventions can be found under the
definitions section of the UCDP dataset and Wolak’s work on civil conflict intervention.80
This thesis does not aim to answer what constitutes intervention, however, these are
encompassing factors for what was included for the purpose of this study. Intervention Side
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is a variable only coded for after a third party that intervenes after step one is satisfied. If
military intervention (as defined above), is given to a particular group.

Independent Variables
The main independent variable in this thesis is the Sino-American rivalry. The
secondary independent variables are the time of intervention, the region of the intervention,
and the discovery of petroleum. The independent variables of this study are explained in
the following subsections.

Sino-American Rivalry
The core independent variable in this thesis is addressing is the rivalry between
the United States of America and the People’s Republic of China. Measuring the rivalry
outlined in Chapter 3 requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis, which
is not a clear-cut task due to the ambiguity surrounding the concept of “rivalry.” The level
of rivalry will be accounted for in this chapter in table 1 below. as well as literature outlined
by scholars and their work on the economic, political, and military rivalry between the U.S.
and China.
To back up the assessment, this thesis will associate the value of the intensity of
the rivalry in three categories: low, medium, and high. Chapter 3 outlines that in terms of
a direct military standpoint, China has not caught up to the United States military in terms
of military spending and capabilities, but as Christensen argues, China does not need to
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catch up.81 The threat China poses in other fields without direct confrontation being the
topic of discussion.
This thesis presents 3 key pivotal events when separating the time periods
addressed: Firstly, the Post-Cold War but pre-9/11 (1992-2001) period as it outlines
American policy change to focus on international terrorism.82 The second pivotal period is
the Post-9/11 and pre-Arab Spring (2001-2011) as a period between two key events. The
motivation behind studying this period was brought to my attention as some scholars
studied “interwar years”.83 The interwar years were studied primarily as the time period
between World War 1 and World War 2, studying the events between two defining
moments gave light to origins of conflicts and tensions between rivals that lead to the start
of the Second World War. For the purpose of this research, we look at the period within
key events that tipped the Sino-American rivalry. At some point between 2008 and 2010,
China became Washington’s biggest problem.84 Finally, the Post-Arab Spring (2011Ongoing) as it unravelled the old order in the region. As the revolutions and wars erupted
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in the region, new policies and alliances began to form in the region. 85 These events will
also be the way in which this thesis outlines the height of the rivalry between the United
States and China. It is important to note that this thesis is not studying the conflicts
themselves, but the motivation behind American and Chinese interventions, therefore it
does not matter whether or not a conflict spans over multiple time periods; what is worth
studying (for the purpose of this thesis) is which period the intervention occurs by the
secondary actor occurs.
The following table illustrates the height of rivalry between Washington and
Beijing across the three periods in question. The characterization of the level of rivalry is
disputable and while many scholars may disagree with it, this is merely a modest
assessment by the author. The concept of interstate rivalry is difficult to conceptualize, best
described by Dreyer as a “you know it when you see it” concept. 86 Based on his minimalmaximum approach to assessing a concept, Deyer found there was a lot of disagreement
on the definition of interstate rivalry. In a study by Colaresi et al. consensus on whether a
dispute could be considered a rivalry was only reached on 23 out of a possible 355 cases.87
This thesis draws primarily from a temporal dependence, issue competition, and
identification of the rival to offer this assessment of the rivalry; the elusiveness of this
concept makes it difficult to truly establish what it would look like, for this purpose this
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thesis draws on the aforementioned variables that best define levels of rivalry. Temporal
dependence relies on the long-term incompatibility of goals between the two states. This
does not imply that short rivalries are not included, merely that past events affect present
behaviour.88 The level of rivalry would be considered high if the goals between the
Washington and Beijing are conflicting during a period of time. The second – and more
relevant to this thesis – is the idea of issue competition; within this concept is the idea that
two actors have a competitive relationship over an issue that is of high salience to both
actors.89 The level of rivalry would be considered high if the competition over a particular
issue, in this case a particular conflict, is of high salience to both Washington and Beijing.
Simply put, the higher the salience of the conflict, the higher the level of rivalry. The final
category relies on the recognition of the other state as a rival – identification of a rival.
The Temporal Dependence category is a constant in this issue. The long-term
incompatibility between the U.S. and the P.R.C has been constant and prevalent between
throughout history. Chinese dissatisfaction with the current global order is evidence of this.
While not entirely dismissing the possibility of the U.S. capability of taming China, Grieco
firmly asserts that there are increasing risks of a military exchange because of Chinese
power due to the ambition towards shifting the balance of global power.90 This in
conjunction with Washington’s continued desire to remain the dominant power allows for
an establishment of temporal dependence throughout all three time periods.
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The Identification of the Rival can be embodied by how Beijing and Washington
view the threat. In the Pre-9/11 era there was recognition in Washington of China’s threat;
for Friedberg, American policy towards China has allowed for the development of stable
economic and political relationships.91 From this perspective, the continued presence of the
United States as a provider of common security was a solution to resolving regional
rivalries and mistrust. The U.S. maintenance in Japan and South Korea allowed what
Friedberg calls “interregional economic integration”, providing China with the means of
improving political relations with key regional actors. China quickly became the core of
economic integration in East Asia. Trade agreements, since 1993, were based on the Asian
state’s cooperation to produce goods for third markets, primarily the United States.
Paradoxically, today, more than half of regional exports are to other regional actors; while
China, not the United States is the biggest trade partner of many regional actors. 92 This
rivalry would carry on into both periods, hence the continued focus on Sino-American
relations and the risk of conflict. Chapter 2 of this thesis outlines the identification of this
rivalry in more detail, however, for the purpose of this section, I note that there was
acceptance from both parties of the identification of the rivalry.
The arguments surrounding Issue Competition, are more oriented to various issues
of what each state determines its global priority. The main focus of American foreign
policy before 9/11 was establishing this new liberal world order without after the collapse
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of the USSR; anti-Soviet discourse on Sino-American relations had been exhausted.93
From a Chinese perspective, there was an acceptance in the post-Cold War era of “yi-chaoduo-qiang” (one super-power and several big powers). Beijing, after the Cold War, become
more accommodative of America interests.94 There were no major issue competitions
between the U.S. and China before 9/11, nor after 9/11 for that matter. The events of
September 11 led to a degree of improvement in Sino-American relations; Economic,
political, social, and cultural differences diminished throughout this period.95 In the
aftermath of the events, the U.S. continuously pursued Chinese support – as a vetowielding Security Council member – in the United Nations.96 In return Washington
subdued claims against Beijing’s human rights infringements.97 The Arab Spring became
a focal point in Sino-American competition. After the wave of revolutions in the Middle
East, China became an “uncomfortable thorn” in Washington’s pursuit of spreading
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democracy after the fall of many dictatorial regimes (even ones that were once their
allies).98 This is best reprised in persistent Chinese objections to American attempts to pass
Security Council resolutions on intervention in Syria.
Answer the question of rivalry and intervention is not an easy task, to avoid any
circularity problem of “which came first: the rivalry or the interventions?” this thesis
presents the height of the Sino-American rivalry as perceived from a structural perspective.
To define this rivalry we must look at the power relationship and shift of the balance of
power from the West to the East. Key to defining this relationsip is also knowing what
event (or series of events) decisively defined the shift.
The identification of rival framework brings points to one of the key turning points
in the rivalry: China becoming America’s peer-competitor. The debate surrounding China
as a peer competitor has been at the frontline of the Sino-American debate. While the gap
in military capabilities remains in favour of the United States, Beijing can can still shift the
balance of power without reducing this gap.99 The relative military power, experts would
suggest, may still be in favour of the United States it is on a decline, but what caused the
turning point in this rivalry that pushed China to, not necessarily close the gap, but be able
to pose those problems? The financial crisis’ weight on America (which has yet to fully
run its course) has various implications on the Sino-American rivalry. The main focus
being that China was able to recover and sustain that recovery from the financial crisis
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better than the United States.100 Plagued by the decline and growing rejection of the
“Washington consensus”, the United States found itself suffering strategic consequences,
the most significant of this being the loss of its global soft power to China.
Friedberg’s predictions, in 2010, were that the main caveat was that this was only
the beginning – a prediction that was not entirely false. China’s economic strength and its
ability to spread to vast global markets has equipped it with tools to increase its influence
over others.101 Influence that Beijing can use over other countries and change the dynamic
of the global order.102 China’s global ambitions were the turning point in the rivalry, as
Beijing uses its economic agenda to dominate global trade, it has challenged Washington’s
global dominance since the fall of the Berlin Wall.103 The 2008 financial crisis marked the
turning point in the height of the rivalry.
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Pivotal Event

Temporal

Issue

Identification of Height of Rivalry

Dependence

Competition

Rival

No

Yes

Medium

No

Yes

Medium

Yes

Yes

High

Post-Cold War Yes
& Pre-9/11
Post-9/11

& Yes

Pre-Arab
Spring
Post-Arab

Yes

Spring
Table 1 Height of Rivalry by Time Period

Time of intervention
The timing of third-party interventions can play a key component in understanding
hierarchies and power dynamics. In this study, time is simply presented in chronological
order of when states intervened. The motive behind studying the timing of intervention is
because I am looking at testing potential balancing interventions. Therefore, I look at when
rival B intervenes in a conflict that rival A is already involved in. This independent variable
is presented in a single metric of intervention based on year. Time of intervention is when
the actor intervenes in a conflict, not the onset of a conflict. For the cases where there is no
intervention, they will not be included in the data set, as I am looking at civil conflicts with
interventions by either the United States or China. If the data finds that the China
intervened, as defined earlier in this chapter, when the U.S. has already intervened in a
conflict that tells us that the former may have intervened in response to the latter – and vice
versa.
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Timing is critical in intervention, even the absence of intervention can tell a tale
of state interests. When an actor chooses to intervene, withdraw, or refuse to act, it can be
a representation of state weakness or strength – timing can give us the way of intervention
just as much as it does when it occurred. The right timing of intervention can also determine
the duration of the conflict. Conflict termination and settlement can be hindered by a third
party’s failure to recognise when is the correct time to intervene. 104 This notion that the
policy community fails to the implications of the models of intervention. Scholars, Regan
argues, need to study various models of interventions and pay attention to the conditions
of a conflict to timely intervention.105 Third party intervention, depending on the side they
intervene on, affects the various factions and their strengths.106 The last reason I present is
important for studying timing. Intervention is regularly studied with responsibility to
protect as the standard,107 however without looking at the timing of when states discover
this “responsibility”, the perception becomes extremely naïve. Another purpose of this is
to criticize many R2P justifications for conflict intervention.
Power transition scholars are encouraged to study the implications of timed
interventions to address whether states are involving themselves in conflicts as a means of
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balancing against a rival. These potential balancing interventions could exacerbate
conflicts, make them last longer, or even draw major powers into a Thucydides trap.

Region of conflict
A key component in studying regional intervention is to address whether or not
China and the US are intervening in conflicts in a specific geographic location based on
the United Nations and World Trade Organization categories. From a strategic point of
view, no power wants to be undermined by a lack of security in its backyard; even more
so, no regional hegemon wants a rival solving its problems from abroad. The first reason
this study addresses region is to attempt to grasp whether or not China is going where the
US has been historically present in comparison to where Beijing has chosen to intervene
historically. The second reason is to offer an alternative explanation of where China and
the US have chosen not to go, and why. Inaction offers an explanation just as much as the
action does.
Furthermore, scholars have readily disregarded geopolitical examinations of
intervention in traditional intervention literature. Decision-makers often put into
consideration the proximity of conflict – from a cost-benefit perspective – when addressing
the willingness to join and picking a side in a conflict.108 A proximal conflict means costs
are reduced, but the risks of not intervening are also extremely high. States are more
inclined to intervene in proximal conflicts than those that are at a great distance due to the
benefits of aiding or exploiting conflicts in their region. However, despite the logic
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presented by Joyce and Braithwaite, large powers tend to intervene in conflicts that are far
from home soil – which could be said about both the U.S. and China.109 Pearson’s analysis
also points towards the notion of power dynamics playing a role in intervention. Regional
power balances, ideological interests, and economic interests play a role in the decision to
intervene.
Discovery of Petroleum
Despite the former comprising the two key independent variables addressed in
this thesis, there is a third, which I find could play a role in explaining why major powers
intervene – petroleum. Although a controversial opinion, the discovery of petroleum and
other natural resources, has been one of the many causes for why states intervene in
conflicts around the world.
This variable offers an explanation which could give an alternative reason for why
states intervene. Since opportunism is part of the research, it cannot be ruled out that
intervention could be explained by economic opportunism. This variable in the charts
indicates whether petroleum depots were discovered in the conflict state before the
intervention.
The dataset used for this study is Petroleum Dataset v.1.2.110 This research
presents that there is incomplete work done on the relationship between petroleum
resources and civil conflict. This dataset offers data on 890 onshore, and 383 offshore
locations and the first oil/gas discover alongside the production year. This data will be
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collected accordingly: If petroleum deposits are present before intervention in the conflict
zone, the conflict will be given a value of 1. If there were no petroleum deposits discovered
before the intervention the conflict will be given a value of 0.
Control Variables
This research outlines two control variables outlined in this subsection. The first
is that this thesis controls for Cold War conflicts. And the second is UN-sanctioned joint
missions.
The first control variable is that this research excludes Cold War conflicts despite
intervention by the US or China. This research controls for conflicts ongoing between the
USSR and the United States by addressing interventions after the collapse of the Soviet
Union. The reason for this is to maintain a degree of internal validity in the causal
relationship between the increasing rivalry and the observed effect.
The latter variable this research controls for is United Nations-sanctioned
missions. The reason for this being that UN missions, although require no veto from both
the US and China, are do not address when states act unilaterally as a means of balancing
interventions, opportunism, or support. Further research may be done on votes and vetoes
in the United Nations Security Council to discuss rivalry in institutions, but it is not within
the scope of this research.
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Chapter 5: Empirical Findings and Results
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section elaborates on the results
of the raw data from the entire dataset. The second section will report statistical analyses
of the trends over time, and the third will present an analysis of regional interventions by
the United States and China. The fourth section will present the data on potential balancing
interventions and the cases where it has and has not occurred. The fourth section will be a
discussion of the results and limitations presented in this research.
It is important to note, that findings are presented with regards to the hypotheses
presented in chapter 1 and 3.

Observation of Raw Data
Based on table 1, we are seeing is a rise in interventions beyond the Arab Spring;
it may not be significant, but it is still worth addressing as a potential turning point and
explain what we can expect to see in the future. According the UCDP shows that 8 of
China’s interventions, between 1992 and 1997, were in Myanmar in various different civil
conflicts, either combatting or supporting various factions. Therefore, it is imperative to
take this into consideration when critically assessing the data.
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Table 2 shows that there were 6 cases, all occurring after 2002, that passed step 1
(both the U.S.A. and the P.R.C. being involved in the conflict): Iraqi insurgency (2003);
War in North-West Pakistan (2008); Fatah-Hamas conflict (2010); Yemeni Crisis (2011);
Syrian Civil War (2011); and Northern Mali conflict (2012). It is important to note that in
all of these cases the United States intervened in the conflict first. Based on the logic of
rivalry intervention. 3 of the 6 cases involved rivalry intervention: Iraqi Insurgency (2003);
Fatah-Hamas conflict (2010); and the Syrian Civil War (2011). This is out of a total of 38
of the civil conflicts in the study, an assessment of this data will be twofold.
The first being from assorted time periods to give context to the interventions. The
interventions are split into 3 sections:
1. Before the terrorist attacks on US soil on the 11th of September 2001;
2. Between 9/11 and the Arab Spring;
3. Post-Arab Spring.

Empirical Findings over time
NO. OF

NUMBER OF

NUMBER OF

NUMBER OF

INTERVENTIONS

INTERVENTIONS

INTERVENTIONS

INTERVENTIONS

BEFORE 9/11

BETWEEN 9/11

POST ARAB

AND ARAB

SPRING

SPRING
USA

26

15

7

4

CHINA

20

12

1

7

Table 2 Number of Interventions by Country
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Conflict Number

Conflict Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Start Date

Myanmar - Karen
Myanmar - Kachin
Colombia - FARC
Philippines - CPP
Angola - Unita
Afghanistan - Mujahideen
Group
Sudan - SPLM/A
Sri Lanka - LTTE
Turkey - PKK
Israel - Hezbollah
Myanmar - CPB
Algeria - GIA, MIA
Myanmar - Arakan
Croatia - Serbian Rep. of
Krajina
India - NSCN
Indonesia - East Timor
Myanmar - Karenni
Senegal - MFDC
Egypt - Al-Gamaa AlIslamiyya
Myanmar - Shan
Philippines - Mindanao
Burndi - Palipehutu
Uganda - UDCA/LRA
Iraq - KDP
Myanmar - Mon
Nepal - CPN-M
NIger - FDR
Myanmar - Wa
Niger - UFRA
Yugoslavia - UCK (Kosovo)
War in Darfur: SRF - Gov't of
Sudan
Iraqi Insurgency
War in North-West Pakistan
Paraguayan Civil War:
Paraguay - EPP
Fatah-Hamas Conflict
Yemeni Crisis
Syrian Civil War
Northern Mali Conflict

Table 3 List of Conflict Interventions by Year
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1949
1961
1964
1969
1975

Year of American Intervention
Year of Chinese Intervention
1992
1992
1992
1992
1993

1978
1983
1984
1984
1990
1990
1991
1991

2001

1992
1992
1992
1992
1992

1995

1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
1995
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1998

1993

2003
2003
2004

2004
2003
2008

2005
2008
2018

2005
2006
2011
2011
2012

2005
2010
2011
2011
2012

2014
2011
2016
2018

1992
1999
1992
1992
1992
2002
1992

2000
1992
1992
1992

1992
1993
1995
1996
1996
1996
2002
1997
1997
1997
1999

Interventions before 2008
Interventions after 2008
The data collected showed that Washington intervened in 15 out of 26 conflicts
before 9/11. Between the other two time periods combined, the US intervened in 11 civil
conflicts. This could be explained by the USA cementing their hegemony or post-Cold War
interventions. The U.S. led interventions and actions after the events of 9/11 increase again
before 2011. The United States of America has shown a decline in the number of conflicts
it has intervened since the end of the Cold War. While it may have renewed forces in
regions, the number of interventions in new civil conflicts has significantly declined since
the end of the Cold War.
The People’s Republic of China, however, intervened in 12 out of the 20 conflicts.
7 of those were various conflicts within Myanmar. For the purpose of this subsection, we
focus primarily on China’s increased number of interventions in civil conflicts, primarily
after 2011 in comparison to American interventions. As evident in figure 3, there is a
gradual increase in the number of conflicts China has intervened in, in comparison to the
United States
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Empirical findings by region
Based on the data collected, table 5 shows that China has indeed intervened in
regions where the US is already present apart from Europe and Asia. The three sets of stats
that stand out are those in the Arab States, Europe, and Latin America. In the Arab States,
the number of interventions is 7 (Egypt, Iraq, Sudan, Algeria, Yemen, Libya, and twice in
Syria) for the US to 6 for China (Twice in Sudan and Syria, Yemen, and Libya). The latter
two sets show an absence of Chinese interventions. As presented earlier, one of the key
implications of regional interventions is inaction and why states choose not to intervene.
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Most of China’s interventions were in the Asia and Pacific region. However, this
is predominantly because of the various conflicts erupting solely out of Myanmar. Most of
the US interventions were in both the Asia and Pacific as well as Arab regions,
predominantly after the September 11 attacks in US soil; most of Washington’s third-party
interventions in civil conflicts were part of their war on terror.
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Chinese involvement in various Middle Eastern conflicts is also another important
take-away from this regional analysis and when these interventions occurred. China’s
intervention in the Middle East spiked after the Arab Spring, a time when most of the
World’s conflicts were in that region.111 Historically, the United States maintained tight
alliances and order in the Middle East but as the revolutions occurred and removed the old
guard, a power vacuum presented itself for China.
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Empirical Findings on Potential Balancing Interventions
The data in table 5 shows that before 9/11 that out of 27 conflicts, none of them
involved both the United States of America and China. After 9/11 there were a total of 7
interventions, 3 of which involved the US and China. 2 of these 3 civil conflicts involved
the US and China intervening on opposition sides. In the Iraqi Insurgency (2003-2013) and
the Fatah-Hamas conflict (2006 – ongoing), both involved the United States and China
intervening on opposite sides of a conflict.
The third row shows that out of a total of 5 conflict interventions 3 of which
involved the United States and China. 1 of the 4 conflicts, the Syrian Civil War (2011 –
ongoing), indicated that China intervened in conflicts in opposition to American supported
groups. Appendix 5 does show that there was a discovery of oil in this specific case, but as
stated in the previous section, this does not explain which side the US and China intervened
on. There may have been other means of extracting the resources without balancing against
the rival.
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TOTAL NUMBER

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

OF CONFLICT

INTERVENTION

RIVALRY

INTERVENTIONS

BY BOTH SIDES

INTERVENTION

BEFORE 9/11

27

0

N/A

POST-9/11

7

3

1

POST-ARAB

5

3

2

SPRING
Table 4 Potential Balancing Interventions within Each Time Period

Hypothesis Testing
H1: There will be an increase in Chinese interventions in times of heightened
Sino-American rivalry.
Based on the evidence comprised in tables 1 and 2, there has been an increase in
Chinese interventions after 2008, the turning point in the rivalry. Our hypothesis here is
supported based simply on raw data of an increase in Chinese interventions. Our first
hypothesis is, therefore, accepted based on the increase in Chinese military intervention,
as it is defined within the confines of this research.
Table 2 also illustrates an increase in rivalry interventions after the Arab Spring.
Prior to the Arab Spring there was only case of rivalry intervention (The Iraqi Insurgency
of 2003) and none in the pre-9/11 time period. This is further evident in table 6, which
illustrates intervention by region – but not in all case studies. Based on table 6 and the
regional findings this hypothesis was only supported in Africa and the Arab States.
However, this does not offer a full explanation of Chinese foreign policy. There was a lack
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of Chinese intervention in any civil conflicts in Europe and Latin America. The absence of
Chinese interventions in any European or Latin American civil conflicts – where the US is
involved – presents that there may be no relationship between China’s rise and where they
intervene.
While China did increase their interventions in other regions, mainly the Middle
East after the Arab Spring; I infer that China does intervene in conflicts where the US is
present but with a degree of caution. This could be explained due to their incapability to
intervene in distant regions, or their fear of American response. This particular finding may
support the argument that the motivations behind Chinese interventions are not to balance
against American hegemony.
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Chapter 6: Addressing Sino-American Interventions
This chapter takes the findings from chapter 4 and presents them into a qualitative
case study analysis. The 3 conflicts (Iraqi Insurgency, Fatah-Hamas, Syrian Civil War),
defined as potential balancing interventions, are analyzed in this section to determine
whether Chinese intervention was motivated by balancing or opportunism. This section
employs the categories outlined in the literature review for each of the conflicts to explore
the second hypothesis this research presented:
H2: When the rivalry is more heightened, we would expect to see an increase in
rivalry interventions, which are best explained by Chinese strategic balancing, rather than
opportunism.
While H1 addresses the increase in interventions over time and across regions, the
latter is attempting to explore Sino-American rivalry interventions from a strategic
balancing versus opportunistic outlook. Truly grasping motivation may be difficult, but the
logic and literature reviewed in Chapter 1 allows us to make inferences about state behavior
and, more importantly, how this behavior has changed. Echoing the points made in Chapter
3, even one case of balancing offers valuable insight into how Sino-American rivalry is
currently unfolding or could unfold in the future.
To recap, the research questions at hand were: Has the heightened Sino-American
rivalry increased the number of conflicts Beijing has intervened in? If so, which factors
best explain the logic behind Chinese intervention? Balancing intervention or
opportunism?
Presented individually, the data does not offer an elaborate explanation of how the
US and China’s rivalry is reflected in their interventions in various global conflicts. Based
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on the findings in figure 1 in the previous chapter, there was an increase in rivalry
interventions after the Arab Spring – a period of heightened rivalry. Furthermore, table 3
shows that there was only 1 case of rivalry intervention between 9/11 and the Arab Spring,
and 6 rivalry interventions after the Arab Spring. The next step is to explain each conflict
separately to address whether or not the intervention can be best explained by strategic
balancing or opportunism.
There does appear to be a growing synthesis of intellectual debates on how, when,
and why states intervene in various conflicts. It is to this end that this research highlights
on potential – balancing interventions. This alternative to direct warfare does offer a shortterm solution to major powers during periods of transition. Scrutinizing these policies does
offer a chance of reducing these conflicts, and the following chapter will explain why
academics and policy-makers must do this. But it is inherently ignorance that increases
these conflicts. The ubiquity of major powers abusing their dependents is profoundly
ignored in the study of whether or not power transitions are peaceful or violent. This
research attempts to take apart this perception and argue that power transitions can be
violent even without direct conflict. Understanding this conception can offer increased
attention towards these conflicts, their origins and longevity, and hopefully, resolve them.
This consideration could offer answers to questions of the lifelines of conflicts
and solutions. If applied in practice, this point of view of studying power transitions should
be used to prevent dominant actors from intervening in conflicts without casus belli,
forcing some reticence on interventions.
Based on the findings presented and the research implications presented in the
earlier chapters, this penultimate chapter brings the information together in an attempt to
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better understand Washington and Beijing’s decisions to intervene in conflicts, present the
implications for future power transitions and how some of the cases are a clear and present
danger for future Sino-American relations.
After addressing the implications of the rivalry, this section explains the cases that
incurred rivalry interventions. It will conclude by addressing alternative methods of
violence used in power transitions and what the implications are for global violence as a
result of this growing rivalry.

Rivalry Implications
Based on the results presented in combination with the literature, this thesis can
surmise that the rivalry between the U.S. and the P.R.C. has reached its greatest heights in
the post-Arab Spring years. The previous chapters have suggested that there is an
increasing rivalry between the America and China. One of the implications of this rivalry
is the rise of civil conflict interventions by the latter during periods of heightened rivalry,
as presented in Table 2. The findings also present that there is an increase in the number of
potential balancing interventions when the rivalry is heightened in the post-Arab spring
time period.
This pattern, however, is not present when the intensity of the rivalry after the
attacks of 9/11 but there was still an increase in rivalry interventions. What this could mean
is that this could present itself to be the turning point of the rivalry, or even both parties
cooperating to deceive the other – strategies many game theoreticians have already
addressed. Briefly put, from a Prisoner’s Dilemma perspective, there is an increased
positive from cooperation than in defecting, and this could explain why Chinese
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cooperation during these years112, however, the cooperation levels are indistinguishable,
and for this reason, deception can’t be ignored considering Chinese deception tactics used
in the past.113 These tactics aren’t unique to Beijing’s policies; it’s strategic significance
has been thoroughly addressed in variations of game theory in international relations.
The introduction to this thesis sets out to answer the questions of Has the
heightened Sino-American rivalry increased the number of conflicts Beijing has intervened
in? If so, which factors best explain the logic behind Chinese intervention? Balancing
intervention or opportunism?
The former is addressed in earlier sections, and it can be said that at times of
heightened rivalry, Beijing has increased the number of civil conflicts it has intervened in.
However, the factors that offer a better causal explanation for Chinese interventions have
not been fully interpreted. This section addresses the 3 case studies (out of a potential 6)
which involved rivalry intervention, in an attempt to answer the question of whether it was
strategic balancing intervention or just opportunism that best explains Beijing’s choices.

Chinese Rivalry Intervention: Balancing or Opportunism?
The preceding sections presented the 3 cases that we are going to use to test the
balancing versus opportunism question; recognizing that there may be more than one
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answer for each case study, this research is looking for which category best defines each
of the potential balancing intervention cases.
The literature review outlines and explains what patterns best explain each
category and summarizes them. For intervention to be best explained by strategic
balancing we would need to see patterns of:


SB1: Creation/aggregation of military power through forging alliances to prevent
or deter enemy;



SB2: To gain or prevent loss of territory that is vital to interests;



SB3: Exists when states target one another militarily, not just an arms race;



SB4: The projection of power and use of war as a legitimate statecraft.

For an intervention to be considered opportunism we would need to see patterns of:


O1: Opposition failure in conflict and withdrawal or reduction of forces;



O2: Relevant political and/or economic gain for second intervener;



O3: Switching of sides during conflict;



O4: Hesitation of direct confrontation. Is it worth going against American allies?
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No

Balancing Intervention
SB2

No

SB3

No

SB4

Conflict

Iraqi Insurgency

Chinese cooperation
with anti-American
forces in Iraq.

No

SB1

Fatah-Hamas

Hamas has used Chinese
Chinese refusal to deem
rockets to target Israeli
Hamas a terrorist group.
forces.
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Chinese weapons found
with members of Hamas.

Syrian Civil War

Targeting of Turkish
In support of Assad and Access to Mediterranean groups or groups within No. China has maintained
his forces against
without passing through Turkey, as well as groups a low profile to avoid
"terrorism" in 2015.
Turkey (NATO ally).
allegedly supported by
direct confrontation.
the U.S.A.
able 5 Balancing V. Opportunistic Interventions

Conflict

Iraqi Insurgency

O1

Opportunism
O2
Officials in Iraq request
Chinese Oil companies
to replace US ones.

Fatah-Hamas

Economic: China is
Washington remains in
Israel's second largest
support of Israel, but
trade partner
withdrew aid from
Political: China increases
Palestinian Authority.
influence in MENA.

Obama administration
reduced forces in Iraq.

Syrian Civil War

Only rhetoric of
No relevant economic
withdrawal by President
gain.
Trump.

O3

No

No

No

O4
Hesitation towards direct
conflict with
American or American
allied forces in
Iraq.

No hesitatoion towards
U.S. ally (Israel).

China has avoided direct
confrontation with any
American forces but has
not restrained against
U.S. allies.

Verdict

Opportunism

Balancing

Balancing
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The Iraqi Insurgency (2003-2013)
The local conflict was between the Iraqi government and various Sunni and Shi’a
insurgent factions. The United States’ direct invasion occurred in 2003 with the main goal
being the removal of former President Saddam Hussein, which eventually resulted in a
power vacuum within Iraq. The People’s Republic of China’s intervention occurred in 2008
through economic expansion into the region and trade of intelligence and technologies with
the Iraqi government.114 Beijing’s intervention in the Iraq conflict, coincides with the
turning point in the rivalry.
From the onset of the American-led invasion of Iraq, Beijing was against the war.
However, they avoided direct intervention. It was not until 2008 that Beijing intervened in
the conflict, but not publicly.115 Chinese weapons continuously “fell” into the hands of
insurgents attacking American soldiers and allies. This is not surprising considering
China’s constant backing of anti-American sentiments of the 2003 war.116 Beijing has
continuously – but cautiously – criticized the decision to intervene in Iraq. Tensions were
reduced when Washington defined the East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM) a
terrorist group, a defining moment in the Sino-American counterterrorist efforts.117 It was
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the pursuit of regime change and anti-Islamic sentiment that changed China’s position due
to the risk of increased violence from Islamic groups in China. Along with a with the fear
that if the U.S. would be able to increase its foothold in Asia if the Iraq war was resolved,
that made Beijing fearful of American-led proxy containments against their own strategic
interests.118
The timing of Chinese intervention is what helps answer the question of whether
Beijing’s interventions are defined by opportunism. The first categorization of this being
the American withdrawal of forces from Iraq. The perception was that it was the Obama
administration’s decision to withdraw troops in 2011, which is not entirely true. Often
overlooked in contemporary discussion, but it was the Status of Forces agreement signed
by George W. Bush in 2008 that laid out the framework for the withdrawal of American
forces from Iraqi cities starting on June 30, 2009 and complete withdrawal by December
31, 2011.119 What this means is that U.S. withdrawal from Iraq was – to an extent –
predetermined and Beijing may have acted accordingly.
Iraq presents clear relevant economic and political gain to China. The intervention
was preceded by Iraqi officials’ request for Chinese to replace American oil companies.120
As a part of Beijing’s “going-out” policy, Iraq’s politically fragile nature makes it a prime
target for China’s policies. In terms of oil investment and bidding, the “biggest winner” of
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post-war Iraq was China as long as it remained fragile enough that Washington could not
contain them, and China was able to replace them.121 The decision to prioritize economic
gains despite Beijing’s non-intervention policies further favors the arguments that Chinese
intervention in Iraq was driven by opportunism.

Fatah-Hamas Conflict
The local conflict was between Fatah and Hamas factions within Palestine, within
the larger Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The United States’ intervention through support of
Israel but for the purpose of this thesis the support of the Palestinian Authority, which
occurred in 2010 is the main talking point. The main goal being the continued support and
power of the Israeli state in the region. The People’s Republic of China’s intervention
occurred in 2014 through the alleged supply of weapons to Hamas forces in opposition to
American peace agreements.
Chinese opposition to Washington’s position in the conflict in Palestine is a
complex one. It is, however, present with Fatah and Hamas’ officials being invited to
Beijing and their recognition of the state.122 In their pursuit of peace in the Middle East and
North Africa, the Palestinian Authority has defined Beijing as their “best friend” in oil and
peace talks throughout the region.123 The conflict is more complex than just positions on
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the Palestinian Authority and Israel; the complexity of the dynamic stems mostly from the
Fatah-Hamas conflict.
The findings of the Israeli-led lawsuit against China for supporting Hamas and
the Palestinian Islamic Jihad has angered officials in Washington.124 This almost fifty-year
alliance has shown that China is – allegedly – supporting groups that the U.S. has deemed
terrorist groups in an attempt to disrupt the balance of power in the Middle East.
Furthermore, the alliance came to fruition when the Palestinian Authority voiced their
support for China’s actions in the South China Sea.125 Evidence from the case suggests
increasing collaboration between China and various groups within Palestine. China’s
informal and formal alliances in the Palestinian region satisfies the first category of
balancing interventions, despite the Gaza strip not providing vital territory to Chinese
interests.
This classic asymmetric conflict between the Israeli military, Palestinian
authority, and various armed groups within Hamas is burdened by asymmetric casualties,
as well. Over the course of the conflict, it was inevitable that Hamas would upgrade their
homemade arsenal since the start of the conflict, nor were they still using Soviet weapons
made in Iran. Hamas fired 60 Chinese WS-1E 122mm rockets, “employed by the People’s
Republic of China Army and were widely exported to third world countries,” the Israeli
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military reported in 2008.126 Beijing was supposedly using alliances in Syria and North
Korea, to send these weapons to Hamas through secret arms deals.127 During the Cold War,
this tactic was employed by the Soviets funneling weapons through Iran to various groups
of their informal alliances.128
China’s intervention in this conflict is best described by balancing intervention.
The P.R.C.’s actions in the Fatah-Hamas conflict coincide with their policies in Iraq as
actions to prevent Islamic uprisings from its neighbours and within its borders. This
intervention does coincide with theories on balancing intervention.129 The policies are not
beneficial to China from an economic standpoint nor do they ignore morality for any gains.
Simply, China is more focused on confronting America’s allies rather than pursuing
opportunities as they arise. There is to a certain extent a grander strategy that Beijing is
pursuing – a contrast to opportunistic literature.
The Fatah-Hamas conflict although a complex one to grasp is an intervention
defined by balancing intervention. Despite Washington cutting off aid to Palestinian
authority, they are still involved in the conflict via their alliance with Israel. Furthermore,
Chinese intervention posits no significant economic or political to the former.
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Syrian Civil War
Perhaps the most complicated contemporary conflict is the case of the Syrian Civil
War. For simplicity’s sake the sides shall be referred to as the Pro-Assad and anti-Assad
factions. The United States’ intervention in opposition to Assad forces occurred in 2011
with the main goal being the removal of the Assad government.130 The People’s Republic
of China’s intervention occurring around 2016, involved the flow of weapons through Iran
and financial support to the Assad regime, without a clear goal apparent, other than rivaling
American policy.
China’s role in the ongoing Syrian civil war has primarily been one of interference
with American policy. By standing against Western intervention in Syria, China posed a
problem for the West’s goals in Syria. Originally not interfering, Beijing kept a safe
distance from intervening in the conflict while managing to hinder American efforts in the
United Nations Security Council. First, China vetoed 6 resolutions that pursued
intervention in Syria, followed by increased support for Assad, and finally, by praising
Russia’s actions as “counter-terrorism” interventions for the safety of the state.131 Their
non-intervention policies did change in 2017 with the troops sent to support Assad in the
conflict.132 There is ambiguity about the extent of China’s commitment to aid Assad,
nonetheless, the Chinese ambassador to Syria made it clear that the Chinese military is
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willing to commit “in some way”.133 This shift signalled a clear aggregation of pursuit of
military power and power projection in the region through their alliance with Assad’s
Syrian regime.
China also has much to gain through a Syrian foothold; access to the
Mediterranean Sea without having to pass through Turkey is vital to China’s interests in
the MENA, and Syria offers just that as illustrated in figure 2. Bounding Europe and Africa,
the Mediterranean Sea has been of vital interest to global powers throughout history.
Considered the birthplace of maritime history, the Mediterranean has been plagued with a
continuous and persistent struggle for power over strategic control of the region; From
ancient Egyptian and Phoenician competition of its costs to Anglo-French empire
formation from the 19th century to World War II, great powers have consistently competed
over the Mediterranean.134 To China, Mediterranean presence enhances overall Chinese
maritime presence. Moreover, it means increased cooperation with Southern European and
North African states, access to new avenues of transport, energy, and telecommunications,
and finally, the ability to conduct military and naval missions and exercises.135 A
Mediterranean presence signals Beijing’s preparation and strategies in the face of U.S.
presence, that Ekman states, the former finds illegitimate. Strategies that in turn may
restructure the balance of power in the region, with China taking a leading role with respect
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to crises in the region (Syria, Yemen, and fighting Daesh across the region). China’s
national priorities are playing out in the region, and Syria’s access to the vital sea is crucial,
and worries Washington and their allies – as it should.136 Washington and their allies
combined with their investments in the region, the Mediterranean will generate a
significant geopolitical impact beyond the region.137
Beijing’s position on Syria slightly shifted again and pursued aid to support the
people of Syria and minority groups. China pledged US1$million in aid through the World
Health Organization to help in the rebuilding of Syria. This untimely change of policy is
Beijing attempting to change its perception to the World and to the Middle East. China’s
Syrian policies are the pursuit of political gain at the expense of humanitarian actions. This
region, but there is more to the story than that. China’s humanitarian support could be

Figure 5 Geopolitical Map of Mediterranean
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primarily a by-product of their continued pursuit of undermining Washington in the region.
By downplaying America’s actions and presenting them as an enemy to peace and their
own institutions, Beijing’s policies signify that they are more concerned with increasing
their foothold on the Middle East, rather than rebuilding Syria.
While there are glimpses of opportunistic policies Syria does not really present
many of the prerequisites to define the intervention as the former. American withdrawal,
as of yet, is only rhetoric by the Trump administration and there is no relevant economic
gain for China to benefit from. It is difficult to define Chinese intervention as an
opportunistic one; elements of strategic balancing are more prevalent in this case, primarily
because of the strategic implications of gaining access to a foothold in Syria. The
significant economic and/or relevant political gains are trumped by the strategic
implications of Syria to Beijing, as they pertain to challenging American superiority in the
region. By increasing its military power (SB1), gaining access to the military (SB2), and
the legitimate threat of war due to attacks on American allies (SB4). Furthermore, the
ability to replace Washington in the Mediterranean signals Beijing’s commitment to
undermine American leadership in the region is echoed by Beijing’s continued opposition
to Western interventions to replace the Assad regime. The pattern seen across China’s
intervention in Syria is a clear case of strategic balancing against American dominance in
the region, without concern of Washington’s violent backlash. As per the aforementioned
reasoning, these policies can only be descired by Zhou’s logic that China’s policies are
about interfering with American policy.
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Chinese Rivalry Interventions
The results show evidence in support of the second hypothesis. First, there was an
increase of rivalry interventions from 0 prior to 9/11, to 1 before the Arab Spring, and 2
rivalry interventions after the Arab Spring; satisfying the first part of H2, the next step was
to understand the perceived logic behind Chinese rivalry interventions in opposition to
American forces. The underlying logic for 2 of those 3 cases (Fatah-Hamas and Syrian
Civil War,) was that the logic behind Chinese interventions is based on strategic balancing
against American interests rather than Chinese opportunism.
In all three cases there was a creation, or aggregation, of military power in a region
of conflict through the forging of alliances with various factions in each conflict. Beijing
opposed American forces in every conflict, even if there was no direct conflict between
Chinese and American forces. The pattern of increasing rivalry interventions is present,
and the deduction is that Beijing wishes to remove Washington’s influence in the MENA
region through its interventions.
The fact that all 3 rivalry interventions occurred in the Middle East could have
implications for the future. The main assumption being that, if there is a further increase in
proxy wars between the United States of America and the People’s Republic of China, it is
likely to unfold in the Middle East due to the fragile nature of the region and alliances
undergoing realignment.138 It becomes further problematic if we accept the literature in
Chapters 1 and 2 that posits that intervention and competition over power in a state prolong
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conflict, reducing the likelihood of resolving the conflict. Regan’s study on civil conflicts,
found that third-party interventions reduced the probability of a conflict ending to 0.139
Furthermore, interventions, be it economic or military, are not are not an effective tool of
conflict management. It is at times, more practical to let belligerents fight it out. 140 They
particularly impacts the quality of life of civilians; without U.N. support in the intervention,
Kim found, that the quality of life declined in postwar development. 141 One concern
becomes that Chinese and American balancing interventions moving forward may prolong
the conflicts in Syria and Gaza, more than they already have. Foreign support for groups
means they are able to sustain the conflict longer than they would on their own; it does not
appear that either the United States or China would be willing to fully back out of the
conflict and let the other attain a foothold that they have lost.
The ambiguity of results means it is too early to make a satisfactory answer about
whether or not to accept H2. The evidence is unsatisfactory and ambiguoius to allow us to
accept the hypothesis that as the rivalry becomes more heightened we would see more
rivalry interventions best explained by balancing interventions. Yes, two of the three cases
were best explained by the logic of balancing intervention, but that was out of a total of 38
interventions. The results, however, can give us cases to look at for the future of which
cases to pay close attention for a potential turning point in the transition.
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Using the Middle East as their personal war field may be beneficial for both states
but it does not bode well for states in the region. If the Cold War taught us one lesson is
that proxy wars tend to prolong the conflicts. The Cold War still lingers in Afghanistan, 17
years later, with various factions still fighting for control with Washington still hesitant to
fully withdraw from the war.142 The Cold War still resonates with the failures in Cuba’s
economy; while it appeared that Castro’s anti-Western sentiments were making good
progress, the complete rejection of Western policies, due to the dynamics of the Cold War,
has stalled.143 After the collapse of the USSR, there was no attempt on behalf of
Washington or Cuba to cooperate with the other, any recovery of Cuba was hindered
because of Cuba’s loyalty during the Cold War. A repeat of Cuba may unfold in Syria;
Assad may be put in the same position as Castro. If the conflict were to ever be resolved,
and Assad remains in power, he may have to make the same decision of opting out of
cooperating with the international community because of the American international order
or cooperate and risk losing allies formed during the civil war.
In principal, stronger mediators in conflicts should reduce the likelihood of future
violence in conflict.144 Skilled third-party peacekeeping interventions should be able to
subdue violence in civil conflicts – but that is if the intention is peacebuilding. While
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outlining the theoretical frameworks, I argue that the concept of violent power transition is
outdated in the context of contemporary power transitions. The spectrum I proposed is one
that includes various mechanisms of hybrid forms of warfare within the framework of
violent power transition; while direct conflict is not impossible it is improbable in the cases
of Syria, Iraq, and Palestine.

On Course to Collide?
While attending the 2018 Halifax International Security Forum I had the chance
to listen to Admiral Philip Davidson of the United States Navy discuss the importance of
the Indo-Pacific security challenges. One takeaway from this was his emphasis on
increasing the role of the free and fair economy in the region that could prove vital to the
future of the global economy. The United States, the admiral noted, is “an enduring pacific
power. [and] that will not change”.145 A free and open Indo-Pacific he points out is
challenged by one major actor’s debt-trap diplomacy, or predatory economics, by loaning
weaker countries and gaining leverage in the region. Admiral Davidson further notes that
the Indo-Pacific’s security remains at threat due to the “P.R.C.’s militarization of features
in a sustained campaign to intimidate other nations in the East and South China Seas.”
These sentiments were further echoed by Vice-President Mike Pence’s attendance of the
Pacific Summit, stating that “the United States offers better options [than China]”. The
retaliation from President Xi would also raise a few flags, calling out the United States for
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bending the rules “as they see fit”.146 Perhaps the most alarming point was President Xi’s
concluding remarks:
“Mankind has once again reached a crossroads. Which direction should
we choose? Cooperation or confrontation? Openness or closing doors.
Win-win progress or a zero-sum game?”
It is therefore evident that China remains a threat to Washington’s interests in the
Asia-Pacific region, begging the question: Are the U.S. and China on a collision course?
By continuously treating China as the adversary, Washington may be pushing
their luck with Beijing. Vice President Mike Pence’s attack on the Chinese government in
October was compared to Churchill’s 1946 “Iron Curtain” speech that launched the Cold
War.147 But unlike the Cold War, the P.R.C. and the U.S. have a more interdependent
relationship than the U.S. and the Soviet Union. Some of the strongest arguments from the
optimist liberal perspectives argue that Sino-American economic cooperation, that has
lasted 25 years, is the main claim for why the peace has also lasted this long.148 These
claims were put to the test in the most recent APEC sessions after the claims of leadership
on both sides. The mirroring of Pence and Davidson’s assertions, within the same 24 hours,
signals that it may be a direct decision from Washington; claims that portray China as an
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aggressive and revisionist state.149 Locking Washington and Beijing into the perception
that the other is competition for their own geopolitical power. The irony of course being
that the institutions the U.S. built to maintain their role as a regional power, may spark
more Chinese revisionist policies. On the other side of this, China sees the United States
as the biggest obstacle to its role as a dominant actor; their military modernization efforts
(Examples: debilitating kinetic or cyber-attacks) are indirectly targeting U.S. forces, but
also designed to target the American homeland.150
While the rivalry may have been increasing since the end of the Cold War, it is Xi
and Trump, combined with the option of using their allies, that may be the turning point.
In an assessment of both presidents, Allison argues that no actors could embody the
protagonists that escalate tensions than Xi and Trump within their respective
governments.151 Driven by the aspiration of making their countries great again, the former
and latter’s pretentious character similarities may lead them to follow in the tragic footsteps
of Athens and Sparta. Furthermore, these rivalry interventions – regardless if they are
driven by opportunism or balancing – risk increasing further heightening the rivalry,
locking both the states in a vicious cycle of intervening because of the rivalry, while the
rivalry increases because of the interventions.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The research presented in this thesis illustrates the need to understand the need to
study how power transitions can be violent without direct confrontation as well as address
the literature on how conflict can play out. The literature review shows there is a gap in the
literature on violent power transitions and state interventions. It represents how
opportunism can offer an alternative explanation to state intervention, this perspective on
power transitions can be explain state interventions in civil conflicts and the increase in
violence during periods of heightened tensions.
The thesis presents two theoretical frameworks that define the Sino-American
rivalry, showing that the risk of conflict is not avoidable but the problem lies in how direct
warfare is unlikely. It is to this end that this thesis argues that there is a need for scholarship
to address how power transitions can seem peaceful on the surface but increase violence in
other regions. Using a longitudinal design this research found that there was a gradual
increase in Chinese interventions in civil conflicts after the collapse of the USSR,
furthermore Beijing has intervened in various regions where the U.S. is involved, except
in Latin America and Europe. Finally, while the research found that the interventions would
be best explained by balancing interventions, the research found that there is more evidence
to suggest opportunism best explains Chinese interventions.
The thesis set out to answer the question: Has the heightened Sino-American
rivalry increased the number of conflicts Beijing has intervened in? If so, which factors
best explain the logic behind Chinese intervention? Balancing intervention or
opportunism?
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Simply put, yes. As the Sino-American rivalry has become more heightened there
has been a marginal increase in the number of interventions by both states, and more
importantly an increase in rivalry interventions. Even one case of rivalry intervention plays
could signal a shift in the trajectory of the conflict. I find th logic of just an increased
number of rivalry interventions unsatisfying, to this extent I focus more on the dynamics
of the conflicts. For 2 reasons: 1. The research does not explain “why” the intervention
occurred. 2. Without looking at why, there is no significant assessment of the trajectory of
the conflict by simply stating they are intervening in opposition to one another. By
assessing the three cases (Iraq, Syria, and Palestine) the research found that the latter 2
cases are best explained by strategic balancing interventions.
There is evidence that suggests that the number of of Chinese and American
interventions is low, and because they occur at different times, which could support the
opportunistic trend. While I concede, that it is too early in these cases to make a definite
call on the implications of these interventions and the trajectory of the Sino-American
power transition, I am not fully satisfied that this means we can accept the optimist
perspective.
The fact that only 3 of the 38 cases resulted in rivalry interventions makes it
difficult to accept the pessimist perspective, but we should not fully disregard it either. It’s
too early to make a call either way, but I accept that there may be some evidence that
supports the pessimist perspective that these balancing interventions could be more
dangerous than first perceived. The literature argues that even one proxy war could be
catastrophic as it could set in motion events that force a Sino-American war or even spillover to other conflicts.
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Originally this thesis set out to study and shift the perspective of power transition
from the traditional point of view by looking at contemporary mechanisms of conflict that
could trigger direct conflict. However, upon further studying current civil conflicts, the
research found that there may already be sparks of violence unfolding in various conflicts
in the region.
Studying the Sino-American power transition will not extract an absolute answer
to the future of how it will unfold. However, we can make inferences about the trajectory.
If we look at the history of power transitions, most transitions were resolved by violence –
the Sino-American one will be no different. The violence is inevitable, if not unfolding
already in the Middle East – just not in traditional way scholars have predicted.
I concur: The Sino-American rivalry does not appear to be declining, nor do I predict it to.
If Beijing decided to balance against American forces before, then the future looks bleak.
If we accept the notion that they are indeed on a road to collide and look at the trend of
their interventions, then a Sino-American conflict may unfold in a series of proxy conflicts
in regions that they can compete for power in.

Restrictions and Limitations
Due to resource and time limitations, this research could not directly address
historical power transitions and instead focused on how the Sino-American transition could
play out. This research’s limitations include, inter alia, issues with data collection. Due to
the nature of the transition being a contemporary issue, there is often an absence of data
being collected and events are unfolding as the writing process was being conducted. Some
of the conflicts, such as Syria or Libya, remain unsolved and it is difficult to grasp the
myriad of events as they unfold. One recommendation this thesis does recommend is doing
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a survival analysis of the conflicts in which the US and China are involved in, and
comparing the trends over time or looking at comparing the trends to the trends of historical
power transitions. This assessment could present an improved analysis of the significance
of the results collected.
Despite the limitations, this research does show a schism between theories on
power transitions and intervention. There is a contribution to the exclusion of proxy wars
during power transitions in the vague assessment of whether or not they are peaceful or
violent. The research presented that there is an increase in Chinese interventions, although
not always evident why this thesis does associate it with Chinese rise. Of course, one
explanation could bnting that over 50% of interventions after 9/11 had cases where the
intervention was a rivalry intervention. This research, even if minimally, exposes problems
in recently published literature and arguments on power transition.
If they achieve anything, these results implore readers to approach studying major
power politics more critically and focus on when, why, and how states intervene in
conflicts, regardless of how they justify it. Based on the evidence presented above, this
thesis provides an interpretation that suggests that there is an increase in Chinese
interventions in conflicts. From a critical dialectic, these findings suggest that there is a
new norm of conflict during power transitions.
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Appendix 1 Sino-American Interventions by year
Conflict
Conflict Name
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Afghanistan
Mujahideen Group
Angola - Unita
Algeria - GIA, MIA
Burundi - Palipehutu
Colombia - FARC
Croatia - Serbian Rep. of
Krajina
Egypt - Al-Gamaa AlIslamiyya
India - NSCN
Indonesia - East Timor
Iraq - KDP
Israel - Hezbollah
Myanmar - CPB
Myanmar - Arakan
Myanmar - Karen
Myanmar - Mon
Myanmar - Kachin
Myanmar - Karenni
Myanmar - Shan
Myanmar - Wa
Nepal - CPN-M
Niger - UFRA
Niger - FDR
Philippines - CPP
Philippines - Mindanao
Senegal - MFDC
Sudan - SPLM/A
Sri Lanka - LTTE
Turkey - PKK
Uganda - UDCA/LRA
Yugoslavia
UCK
(Kosovo)

Start
Date

End Date

Year
of Year
of
American
Chinese
Intervention Intervention

1978

2001

2001

1975
1991
1994
1964

2002
2002
2002
2002

1993
2002
1995
1992

1992

1995

1995

1993

1998

1993

1992
1992
1995
1990
1990
1991
1949
1996
1961
1992
1993
1997
1996
1997
1996
1969
1993
1992
1983
1984
1984
1994

2000
1998
1996
1999
1994
1994
1992
1996
1992
1992
2002
1997
2002
1997
1997
2002
2002
2001
2002
2001
2002
2002

1998

1999

100

2000
1992
1996
1992
1992
1992
1992
1996
1992
1992
1992
1997
2002
1997
1997
1992
1993
1992
1992
1999
1992
1996
1999

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Iraqi Insurgency
War
in
North-West
Pakistan
Paraguayan Civil War:
Paraguay - EPP
Fatah-Hamas Conflict
Sudanese Conflict in
South Kordofan and Blue
Nile
Yemeni Crisis
Syrian Civil War
Northern Mali Conflict

2003

2013

2003

2008152

2004

Ongoing

2008

2018

2005

Ongoing

2005153

2006

Ongoing

2010

2011

Ongoing

2011
2011
2012

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

152

2014
2011

2011154
2011
2012

2011155
2016156
2018157
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Peace,
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156
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Appendix 2 Conflicts and Intervention Side
Conflict
Number

Conflict Name

Intervention
by both actors

Potential
Balancing
Intervention

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Afghanistan - Mujahideen Group
Angola - Unita
Algeria - GIA, MIA
Burundi - Palipehutu
Colombia - FARC
Croatia - Serbian Rep. of Krajina
Egypt - Al-Gamaa Al-Islamiyya
India - NSCN
Indonesia - East Timor
Iraq - KDP
Israel - Hezbollah
Myanmar - CPB
Myanmar - Arakan
Myanmar - Karen
Myanmar - Mon
Myanmar - Kachin
Myanmar - Karenni
Myanmar - Shan
Myanmar - Wa
Nepal - CPN-M
Niger - UFRA
Niger - FDR
Philippines - CPP
Philippines - Mindanao
Senegal - MFDC
Sudan - SPLM/A
Sri Lanka - LTTE
Turkey - PKK
Uganda - UDCA/LRA
Yugoslavia - UCK (Kosovo)
Iraqi Insurgency

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38

War in North-West Pakistan
1
Paraguayan Civil War: Paraguay - EPP
0
Fatah-Hamas Conflict
1
Sudanese Conflict in South Kordofan and
0
Blue Nile
Yemeni Crisis
1
Syrian Civil War
1
Northern Mali Conflict
1
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0
N/A
1
N/A
1
1
0
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